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Management summary 
This research has been performed at the Projects department at VDL ETG Almelo, in the Netherlands. 

The research is part of a broader research project named ‘Next Gen Resilience’. A collaboration is set 

up, consisting of Windesheim University of Applied Sciences, University of Groningen and consultancy 

firm Involvation. The following companies (besides VDL ETG Almelo) are also involved in the research: 

Avebe, Bosch, Broshuis, Corbion, Diversey, DSV, Evofenedex, Koopmans, Scania and Vreugdenhil.  

VDL ETG is a tier-one design & contract manufacturing partner with global operations, with its 

customers being Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) companies that have a leading role in high-

tech manufacturing equipment, in sectors like semiconductor, medical, defence and aerospace. The 

turnover of VDL ETG Almelo has been increasing significantly the last years, with the expectation that 

the turnover will have doubled in a couple of years. This growth potential, combined with the existing 

geopolitical tensions concerning China, leads to the desire of establishing an additional supplier base 

of MEC-02 commodity mechanical products closer to VDL ETG Almelo than an already existing supplier 

base in Malaysia. Already two Portuguese suppliers of VDL ETG Almelo exist and relevant mechanical 

production clusters should exist in the Basque Country. For this reason, the full potential of the Iberian 

Peninsula as a supplier base for the high-tech market is being investigated. The main research question 

in this thesis is formulated as follows: 

How can VDL ETG Almelo make a thoughtful decision on which suppliers to select for sourcing 

mechanical products in the mechanisation market segment from the Iberian Peninsula? 

A supplier selection tool is developed in this research, which is designed specifically for first time visits 

to potential mechanical suppliers of the Projects department. The basis of the tool is the Analytic 

Hierarchy Process (AHP), which follows three steps. The first step concerns the selection of categories 

of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), as well as the KPIs per category. This is done with the use of 

literature and interviews with the four employees with a tactical purchasing function at the Projects 

department at VDL ETG Almelo. The eight determined categories of KPIs, relevant for first time supplier 

visits, are General, Quality, Logistics, Technology, Cost, Service, Sustainability and Resilience. In total, 

30 KPIs are found to be relevant and measurable. In the second step of the development of the tool, 

the range in scores is determined. This has been done with the relevant stakeholders that have 

previously been described. In this way, objective judgement of KPIs is made possible. The weights of 

the categories and KPIs are determined in the third step, with the use of pairwise comparison between 

categories and/or KPIs, which is executed by the four described stakeholders. The average values of 

the individually filled in pairwise comparison matrices lead to the weights of the categories and KPIs. 

These steps combined lead to the supplier selection tool, illustrated in Table 1 below. 

The tool has been applied during the field research period. Ten potential mechanical suppliers, a 

cleanroom and a laboratory have been visited in Spain. These suppliers are graded during the company 

visits, with a score of 5.00 to be acquired maximally. The top three suppliers consist of Supplier G (score 

4.51), Supplier J (4.22) and Supplier C (4.09). Supplier F also scores high with a score of 4.06. Since 

Supplier F is in the middle of a merger process from two facility locations into one, they are not ready 

to do business with VDL ETG Almelo at this moment. 

Supplier G, Supplier J and Supplier C are all capable of high precision machining, because they have 

Japanese machines that are top of the class, with high accuracy. Examples of technical product 

drawings containing difficult mechanical requirements have been shown to them and these suppliers 

all mentioned that they are capable of producing these products. Supplier G has ISO class 8 cleanrooms 

in house, whereas Supplier J has space available for a cleanroom, which they want to have operational 

in 2025. All three suppliers have experience in relevant comparable sectors, like medical and 
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aerospace. Also, small batch sizes of shoebox sized products are possible. Capacity is available at all 

suppliers, in terms of planned capacity at machines, available manpower and space to grow. 

The visited cleanroom is Cleaning company A. Cleaning company A is not officially certified according 

to ISO Class 7, as this is not required by their customers and the certificate is expensive. Laboratory A 

is the laboratory in Barcelona that verifies if the cleaning process has been executed correctly. In order 

to certify cleaning, Laboratory A has a laboratory with a cleanroom accredited according to ISO Class 

8. Since the certification of ISO Class 7 is expensive and not required by their customers, they do not 

officially have this certification. Still, they work according to the requirements of ISO Class 7. 

The investigated supply chain in the Iberian Peninsula does have potential to become a steady supply 

chain of MEC-02 products in the Iberian Peninsula, worth of approximately €10 million spend annually 

and fulfilling the increase in demand by 2027. All relevant companies in the supply chain are willing to 

set up partnerships and have capacity left, both in terms of planned capacity at machines and available 

personnel, as well as the available space to realise more machines and/or cleanroom facilities. Also, 

Cleaning company A is willing to investigate the cleanliness requirements of VDL ETG Almelo in order 

to become the main cleanroom facility in the Iberian Peninsula, possibly also for VDL ETG Eindhoven. 

By setting up a supplier base in the Iberian Peninsula, supply chain resilience can improve. This is 

caused by increased flexibility across locations and suppliers, reducing dependency on one supplier, 

establishment of inventory buffers to safeguard against supply swings and supply disruptions, and the 

ability to circumvent trade barriers by operating within ‘trade walls’. 

The first and most important advice is to research the exact requirements regarding cleanliness for 

Cleaning company A and Laboratory A, as this is the most important requirement for VDL ETG Almelo. 

This is caused by Dutch cleanrooms being saturated with demand and having no more capacity 

anymore. 

It is advised to continue with the potential partnerships on a short notice and to further implement 

the supplier selection process and supplier qualification process flowcharts that VDL ETG Almelo has 

in place. It is best to start the partnerships with these suppliers slowly. This means that a relatively low 

number of orders is placed at the suppliers, for which the First Article Inspection (FAI) process is carried 

out. When this is achieved and all parties are familiar with each other and its requirements, VDL ETG 

Almelo can use its position in the market well. This is a sound position in which the own profit can be 

improved.  

Next, it is wise to keep the relationship with Supplier F warm, as they have high potential in the near 

future and because they are also required for their available capacity. Also, it is advised to analyse the 

possibilities at Supplier K in Vigo (Spain), because they could not be visited this time due to logistical 

reasons. 

For future first time supplier visits related to the Projects department, it is advised to use the supplier 

selection tool that has been developed in this research.  
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Table 1: Supplier selection tool 
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1. Introduction 
This master thesis is conducted at VDL ETG in Almelo, the Netherlands. The focus of the research is on 

extending the supplier base in Spain and Portugal, in order the improve the resilience of the global 

supply chain. Section 1.1 introduces the reader to the company. The motivation for the research is 

given in Section 1.2. The description of the research problem is given in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 

describes the research design. At last, Section 1.5 gives the outline of this thesis. 

1.1 Company description 
VDL Enabling Technologies Group (ETG) is an international company with offices in nine locations, 

operating in five different countries. These are the Netherlands, Switzerland, Singapore, China and the 

United States of America. This research is executed at VDL ETG in Almelo, the Netherlands. VDL ETG is 

part of the VDL Groep, which is an international industrial family business group of more than 100 

companies, spread over 19 countries and with over 16,000 employees. Its combined annual turnover 

in 2022 was €5.752 billion. The activities of these companies can be clustered in the ‘five worlds of 

VDL’, which are Science Technology & Health, Mobility, Energy & Sustainability, Infratech and 

Foodtech. The VDL companies are divided into four divisions, which are Subcontracting, Car Assembly, 

Buses & Coaches and Finished products. Figure 27 in Appendix A illustrates the organisational structure 

of the VDL Groep, with the companies per division (VDL Groep, n.d.). 

VDL ETG is a tier-one design & contract manufacturing partner with global operations, with its 

customers being Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) companies that have a leading role in high-

tech manufacturing equipment and users of advanced production lines (VDL ETG, n.d.). Six market 

segments exist within VDL ETG. The first one is the semiconductor market. This includes the production 

of parts/assemblies for semiconductor machines. The output of these machines is called Integrated 

Circuits (ICs). ICs are used in almost all smart devices, like laptops, phones and other communication 

devices like smart cards, sensors and monitoring devices. The solar market segment is the second 

market segment. It contains production resources to produce silicon and thin-film solar cells to 

generate renewable energy. The next market segment is the medical segment, which includes 

professional equipment for diagnosis and treatment of diseases in hospital care. Another market 

segment is Science & Technology, which contains equipment for “Big Science” projects of research 

organisations in Europe and worldwide, for example parts and modules for a particle accelerator. The 

fifth market segment is the mechanisation segment. It includes the mechanisation and automation of 

unique and complex production processes, from design to realisation of the means of production. VDL 

ETG Projects mainly focuses on this fifth market segment, which is of relevance later. The last market 

segment contains analysis equipment for material research and life sciences, which is grouped in the 

analytical market segment. 

VDL ETG Almelo offers diverse services, which range from product development and prototyping to 

series manufacturing of products which are featured by high complexity and low volume. In-house 

activities include machining, precision grinding, sheet metal working, laser cutting, mechanical and 

electrical (clean room) assembly, testing, product certification and on-site installation.  

1.2 Motivation for research 
Within VDL ETG Almelo, the urge exists to develop a new supplier base, because the supplier base in 

the Netherlands is saturated, with lead times exceeding acceptable targets for its customers. The 

Purchasing Director has the desire to enhance VDL ETG Almelo’s global supply chain resilience by 

setting up a new supplier base (Purchasing Director, 2023). It is described as being able to ‘steer to 

supplier bases when required’ (Purchasing Director, 2023). To be able to select potential suppliers, a 

supplier selection tool for first time supplier visits is required. VDL ETG Almelo already has some sort 
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of supplier selection tool in place, but this tool is not based on first time visits and the determination 

in range of scores is vague, leading to the tool not being used. Employees of the Projects department 

were not aware of the existence of the tool as well. 

It is expected that the demand for VDL ETG Almelo will only increase, worsening the problem even 

more. The products that are produced for VDL ETG Almelo often require a cleaning and packaging 

finishing in a cleanroom, which is the last step of the production process. These cleaning facilities are 

the bottleneck in the Dutch supplier base, due to the lack of available capacity. This new supplier base 

should be closer to the Netherlands than currently is the case, with political tensions arising around 

Taiwan and China, and VDL ETG Almelo having a supplier base in Malaysia, which is in that same region. 

As a result, the desire exists to develop a new supplier base in Europe.  

The motivation for this research is clarified by doing interviews with internal stakeholders. China 

believes that Taiwan should be part of China, whereas Taiwan wants to remain independent (Maizland, 

2023). Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) is located in Taiwan and is a 

multinational semiconductor contract manufacturing and design company. Their market share is more 

than 50% of the global semiconductor foundry market (Alsop, 2023), which means they have extensive 

knowledge and know-how to work with the machines with are supplied by a company in the 

semiconductor industry, which is referred to as ‘Company B’ in this thesis. Company B is an innovation 

leader in the semiconductor industry and they provide chipmakers, like TSMC, with hardware, 

software and services. VDL in turn supplies the parts for the machines of Company B. Since both these 

machines and the know-how of these Company B machines are located in Taiwan, it is feared that this 

combination may fall in Chinese hands when China invades Taiwan (Maizland, 2023). So, TSMC is the 

end-customer, with Company B being their supplier, and VDL ETG respectively being the supplier of 

Company B. This means that these political tensions in Taiwan can also impact VDL ETG in Almelo. 

Important suppliers of VDL are located in Malaysia. These suppliers produce, among other 

components, parts for the machines of Company B. Due to the Chinese aggression in the (South) East 

Asian region, VDL fears that China might try to acquire classified information (technical drawings of 

the parts) which are located at these suppliers. This can also be achieved by Chinese investments in 

foreign markets (Purchasing Manager Projects Department, 2023). For example, a Chinese investor 

could invest significantly in a Malaysian supplier and make it a ‘Chinese’ supplier, located in Malaysia. 

China is already by far the top investor in Malaysia, with a value (expressed in the local currency Ringgit 

Malaysia (RM)) of RM55.4 billion in 2022, compared to a total inbound investments value of RM264 

billion according to MIDA (2023). 

VDL ETG Almelo already has multiple suppliers in Europe, which are located in the East of Europe (like 

Romania), Ireland, the South of Europe (Italy) and the Baltic States. These supplier bases are mostly 

established as low-cost countries (LCC). Recently, Portugal has also been established as a supplier base 

with two suppliers at the moment. It is internally known that more suitable suppliers must exist on the 

Iberian Peninsula (which entails Spain and Portugal), with the prices of the current suppliers being 

competitive (Purchasing Manager Projects Department, 2023). For this reason, the focus is laid on the 

Iberian Peninsula as an LCC. According to Michelman and Sheffi (2007), supply chain resilience refers 

to the ability of a company to bounce back from a large disruption. The new supplier base is a method 

to influence the supply chain resilience of VDL ETG Almelo (Purchasing Director, 2023). 

1.3 The research problem 
This section describes how the specific problem has been formulated as such, with the use of the 

methodology of Heerkens and Van Winden (2017). The relevant aspects of this methodology are the 
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action problem in Section 1.3.1, the problem cluster in Section 1.3.2 and the development of the core 

problem in Section 1.3.3. 

1.3.1 Action problem 
An action problem is a discrepancy between the norm and the reality, as perceived by the problem 

owner (Heerkens & Van Winden, 2017). The problem owner is VDL ETG Almelo, and it has become 

clear that VDL ETG Almelo’s global supply chain may not be that agile as desired, due to its suppliers 

in the Netherlands being saturated with orders. Within VDL ETG Almelo, a strategic decision has been 

made to prioritise customer satisfaction over the feasibility of meeting all demand on time, with a firm 

commitment to meet customer requirements. Costs can increase as a result of this. 

Also, VDL ETG Almelo wants to anticipate losing a large supplier base in Malaysia, due to the 

geopolitical tensions originating from the Chinese aggression in Asia, and thus not being able to cope 

with demand anymore. The required purchasing value in the Iberian Peninsula is expected to be 

between €10 and €15 million per year. In case of a sudden event in Asia, VDL ETG Almelo wants to be 

prepared to nevertheless meet demand. As a result, the action problem has been described as such: 

Purchasing value of €10-15 million yearly in Iberian Peninsula is targeted, with current value being 

€0.9 million 

1.3.2 Problem identification 
In order to understand what the cause of the action problem is, a problem cluster has been created. 

The problem cluster helps to identify the core problem (Heerkens & Van Winden, 2017). This problem 

cluster can be seen below in Figure 1. An observation study has been executed to understand the 

underlying problems of the described action problem. This has been done by conducting interviews 

with internal stakeholders. 

 

Figure 1: Problem cluster 

In Figure 1, one can see the action problem in the red colour, which is caused by other problems. First 

of all, VDL ETG Almelo’s global supply chain may not be that agile as desired. This means that the 

current supply chain is not flexible enough to cope with varying demand and supply options at 

suppliers. This in turn is caused by VDL ETG Almelo sticking to its current suppliers, because there is 

insufficient insight in what specific requirements exist for switching to new suppliers or expanding the 

supplier base. 
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There is a continuous worldwide increase in usage of chips on one hand (European Commission, 2022). 

On the other hand, there exists a global trend to boost internal semiconductor markets  (Van Sloun, 

2023). For example, the EU has a plan to boost its global semiconductor market share from 10% to 

20% (Deutsch, 2023). Together, this leads to an exponential increase in demand for semiconductor 

products. This in turn, combined with the supplier base in the Netherlands being saturated (also with 

these semiconductor products), leads to the lead time being too long to satisfy customers. The Dutch 

supplier base in general is saturated, with VDL ETG Almelo using a lot of regional suppliers’ production 

capacity. Globally, geopolitical tensions exist around Taiwan and China, also impacting the Malaysian 

supplier base. As a result, VDL ETG Almelo feels the urge to develop a new supplier base region in 

Europe, which is closer to VDL ETG Almelo than Malaysia.  

Currently, VDL ETG Almelo already has two suppliers in Portugal. The experiences with these suppliers 

are noteworthy, with their product prices being competitive and the quality of products being high for 

meeting the standards of VDL ETG Almelo. Internally it is known that suitable suppliers must exist in 

the Iberian Peninsula. This is based on the existence of production clusters, for example in the 

aerospace industry (Purchasing Manager Projects Department, 2023). Other regions like the Baltic 

States and Eastern Europe are already discovered. For this reason, it is chosen to focus on establishing 

a new supplier base in the Iberian Peninsula. However, there is insufficient insight in which suppliers 

in the Iberian Peninsula would be suitable. Also, it is unclear what the effect of this new supplier base 

is on VDL ETG Almelo’s global supply chain resilience. 

1.3.3 Core problem and motivation 
Problems in the problem cluster which do not have a cause by themselves are potential core problems 

(Hans Heerkens, Arnold van Winden, 2017). These potential core problems can be found at the start 

of the cluster in Figure 1, where there is no arrow going to that box. A core problem is selected if it can 

be influenced.  

Various potential core problems exist. The problem ‘Escalating global demand for chips’ is not a 

problem which can be influenced. It is impossible to decrease the demand of these chips, the demand 

will only increase since more and more products require these chips, and more and more people 

require these products (Casanova, 2023). Casanova (2023) states that a study by SIA and the Boston 

Consulting Group in 2020 found that global demand for semiconductor manufacturing capacity is 

projected to increase by 56% by 2030. Also, these worldwide chip shortages exist, because demand 

for integrated circuits is greater than the supply (Shein, 2023). 

The EU has the desire to establish itself as a global leader in the semiconductor market, with a plan to 

increase the EU’s semiconductor market share from 10% today to 20% in 2030 (James, 2023). The 

related problem ‘Low EU semiconductor market share’ is not directly influenceable. This problem will 

continue to be a problem with all the countries globally that want to gain market share in the 

semiconductor industry. 

‘Chinese aggression in Asia’ is not influenceable and is thus not chosen as the core problem. However, 

it is a quite significant problem in the global semiconductor industry with its importance and relevance 

needed to be highlighted. ‘Delays due to external factors like a pandemic and the Suez Canal blockade’ 

can occur in global supply chains. Efforts like nearshoring can lead to a decrease in the risk of these 

factors, but risks will remain. This problem is thus not completely influenceable.  

The problem ‘Supplier base in the Netherlands is saturated’ is a problem with a significant impact. The 

fact that this supplier base is saturated now and will remain saturated in the coming years as expected, 
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is not directly influenceable. Nevertheless, the remedy for the overarching issue can be observed in 

this specific trajectory, as can be seen in the problem cluster. 

The last potential core problem is that it is ‘Unknown how VDL ETG Almelo can make a thoughtful 

decision on which suppliers to select for sourcing mechanical products in the mechanisation market 

segment from the Iberian Peninsula’. Currently, VDL ETG Almelo’s supply chain is not as agile as 

desired, and it is influenceable to research how having a diverse supplier base can influence this. This 

problem in turn will provide insight in which suppliers in the Iberian Peninsula would be suitable and 

what the specific requirements are for these suppliers. Concluded, by tackling the core problem, the 

action problem can be solved. This means that the following problem has been chosen as the core 

problem of the research: 

Unknown how VDL ETG Almelo can make a thoughtful decision on which suppliers to select for 

sourcing mechanical products in the mechanisation market segment from the Iberian Peninsula 

1.4 Research design 
This section describes how the research is designed, based on the methodology of Heerkens and Van 

Winden (2017). Section 1.4.1 gives an overview of the research questions. Secondly, Section 1.4.2 

describes the scope of the research. The stakeholders in this research are elaborated on in Section 

1.4.3. Lastly, the deliverables are mentioned in Section 1.4.3. 

1.4.1 Research questions 
The main research question, based on the described core problem, is given below:  

How can VDL ETG Almelo make a thoughtful decision on which suppliers to select for sourcing 

mechanical products in the mechanisation market segment from the Iberian Peninsula? 

In order to answer the main research question, research is conducted by answering research questions. 

The following questions form the common thread through the research: 

1. What is the current state of the global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo? 

2. What are suitable tools to select suppliers, taking into account various viewpoints and their relative 

importance? 

3. How can suppliers of mechanical products in the mechanisation market segment in the Iberian 

Peninsula be selected? 

4. How can the solution method be implemented and evaluated? 

5. What recommendations and conclusions can be made from conducting the thesis at VDL ETG 

Almelo? 

1.4.2 Scope 
Determining the scope and setting the boundaries of the research is important to get reliable and 

feasible results within the time frame of an academic semester. In this research, the focus is laid on 

suppliers of mechanical products in the Iberian Peninsula. The focus is laid on a maximal shoebox size 

of the products (internal reference), since this is the focus area of the Projects department at VDL ETG 

Almelo. Since these suppliers potentially make products for VDL ETG Almelo, with VDL ETG Almelo 

demanding high quality, the focus is on suppliers that can deliver products with this quality. This quality 

can be measured in terms of the accuracy of machines, and the possibility to work with materials like 

titanium. These products have the internal commodity reference MEC-02. To illustrate the importance 

of the MEC-02 commodity, the Product Family portfolio assessment of VDL ETG Almelo is given below 

in Figure 2. It can be seen that the supply risk (number of capable suppliers) is quite high, but not the 

highest compared to other products of the MEC product family. However, the purchasing spend (in 
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terms of volume and/or financial value) is the highest of all commodities of VDL ETG Almelo, indicating 

the importance of the research to establish a supplier base to cope with this highest purchasing spend.  

In the research, the focus is laid on suppliers that are not too small, and where VDL ETG Almelo can 

have roughly 10-20% of the total turnover of that supplier. A rough estimation is that the supplier has 

at least an annual turnover of a couple of million euros, which means that VDL ETG Almelo can place 

orders in the size of hundreds of thousands of euros. As a consumer, one seeks to maintain an 

equitable balance in the allocation of revenue share from the supplier, avoiding both excessive and 

insufficient proportions (Purchasing Manager Projects Department, 2023). 

 

Figure 2: Product Family portfolio assessment 
(Source: (Fortuin, 2018)) 

 

1.4.3 Stakeholders 
The main stakeholder in the research is VDL ETG Almelo and then specifically the Projects Purchasing 

department. Products at this department can be characterised by the principle of high mix, low volume 

(Gan et al., 2023). This means that all the ‘special’ cases are conducted by this department and that it 

is not just a production line full of one specific product. All stakeholders are employees of VDL ETG 

Almelo. People with a tactical purchasing function at the Projects department are relevant 

stakeholders as well, since they have knowledge of supplier selection, and they will be in contact with 

the possible suppliers after the selection (in VDL ETG Almelo’s implementation phase). The purchasing 

manager of the Projects Department is the supervisor in this research and will thus be updated weekly.  

Another stakeholder is the Supply Chain department, which can provide useful figures and information 

in the research. The Purchasing Manager from department 1 is also relevant, since he supervised 

previous research in extending the supplier base in Malaysia. Also, the research is applied to the 

departments 1 and 2, which will be referred to in Section 2.3.  

Finally, the Management Team has to be incorporated in the research to keep the strategic vision of 

the company in place. The Purchasing Director of VDL ETG Almelo is thus important for this vision. 
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1.4.4 Deliverables 
Together with the involved stakeholders, deliverables are defined which are the desired outcomes 

after having conducted the research. The following deliverables are defined: 

• A supplier selection tool to rank suppliers and select them based on KPIs and their weight; 

• The results of the supplier visits in the Iberian Peninsula; 

• A graphical representation of the partners in the Iberian Peninsula’s supply chain; 

• Recommendations and conclusions on how VDL ETG Almelo can select potential suppliers;  

• This master thesis to illustrate how the research has been executed. 

1.5 Outline 
Chapter 2 describes the current state of the global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo. Key players in VDL 

ETG Almelo’s global supply chain are identified and challenges in this global supply chain are 

elaborated on, indicating the current state of the supply chain resilience. Chapter 3 gives insights in 

which tools are applicable to use for supplier selection it and gives an explanation for the chosen 

supplier selection tool. Relevant Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for this supplier selection tool are 

given. Chapter 0 describes how suppliers of mechanisation products can be selected with the use of 

the supplier selection tool. This chapter delivers the supplier selection tool, designed for first time 

supplier visits of the Projects department at VDL ETG Almelo. Chapter 5 describes the data collection 

method and gives the results of the field research in the Iberian Peninsula. The thesis concludes with 

Chapter 6, giving the main conclusions and recommendations. The theoretical and practical 

contributions of the research are given, and limitations are formulated. 
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2. Current global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo 
This chapter describes the current global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo. The following research 

question is answered in this chapter: 

What is the current state of the global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo? 

Section 2.1 describes the current purchasing strategy. Then, Section 2.2 gives the structure of the 

global supply chain, after which the key players in this global supply chain are given and elaborated on 

in Section 2.3. Fourth, Section 2.4 describes the challenges in the global supply chain. Finally, Section 

2.5 concludes with how VDL ETG Almelo’s global supply chain has evolved over time in response to 

recent global events and trends, and how resilient the global supply chain is. Section 2.7 concludes the 

chapter. 

2.1 VDL ETG Almelo’s purchasing strategy 
To determine what VDL ETG Almelo’s purchasing strategy is, an interview was scheduled with the 

Purchasing Director. Determining what the current purchasing strategy exactly is, is crucial for fitting 

this research into the wishes of VDL ETG Almelo. VDL ETG Almelo’s purchasing strategy is: 

Stable and competitive value chain as business enabler 

Figure 3 below translates the purchasing strategy into five objectives, each with the strategy 

description to reach the ‘mission’. ‘Stable’ concerns controlling potential risks and managing the supply 

base, to create a consistent inflow of materials and products. ‘Competitive’ incorporates supplier 

assessment and continuously focusing on Quality, Logistics, Technology and Costs (QLTC) costs. ‘Value 

Chain’ means that who creates value, gets the value in the chain. Lastly, ‘Business Enabler’ focuses on 

meeting current and future demand. Also, it concerns anticipating on expectations of VDL ETG’s focus 

market, helping to develop new business. The five pillars with underlying strategies are elaborated on 

more in  

 

Figure 3: Purchasing strategy VDL ETG Almelo 
(Source: (Fortuin, 2018)) 
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2.2 Purchasing volume suppliers VDL ETG Almelo 
An interview with a Supply Chain Engineer and the Purchasing Manager of department 1 at VDL ETG 

Almelo gave insight in the structure of the global supply chain, indicating the purchasing volumes per 

country, per product commodity and per year. VDL ETG Almelo’s purchasing volume in 2023 so far 

(with future confirmed orders) is approximately €X million. This is divided across multiple countries 

and continents, with significant differences in these values existing between countries. An overview of 

the purchasing volume values can be seen in Figure 4. The circles illustrate the size of the purchasing 

volume, with the large circle covering a big part of Europe being the Netherlands.  

As can be seen in Figure 4, the Netherlands is by far the largest supplier market for VDL ETG Almelo 

with over two-thirds of the total purchasing volume. In the Netherlands, there is a large quantity of 

suppliers, divided across different segments. These are mostly mechanical, electric and Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The biggest market after that is Germany, followed by the United 

States of America (USA) and China. In the USA, large aluminium blocks weighing 30 tons and OEM 

items are produced, which form a substantial portion of the American purchasing portfolio. 

 

Figure 4: Purchasing volume VDL ETG Almelo 2023 

Since the scope of the research is specified on suppliers of mechanical products in the mechanisation 

market segment, another overview is provided in Figure 5 below to illustrate what the purchasing 

volume of the commodity MEC-02 is in 2023 (including confirmed purchasing orders in 2023). This 

internal commodity refers to the products that are in the scope of the research. 

 

Figure 5: Purchasing volume VDL ETG Almelo MEC-02 2023 

It can already be seen that for this commodity, the Netherlands is also by far the biggest market, with 

a purchasing volume of almost €X million, of the total €X million purchasing volume of MEC-02 

products in 2023. The purchasing volume in Portugal of almost €900,000 comes back in the action 

problem of the research, described in Section 1.3.1.  

Figure 6 below shows the expected growth of the MEC-02 commodity in the next four years. The 

purchasing value of 2023, which has been shown in Figure 5 already, is the reference value for the 

expected growth figures of the coming years. These growth figures are applied in accordance with the 

Supply Chain Engineer, where new projects are taken into account, in addition to the current increasing 

demand. It can be seen that a large growth is anticipated. The expected purchasing value in 2027 is 

more than twice as large as the current value in 2023. Assumed that the percentual increase in 
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purchasing value is the same for each country, the expected purchasing value in 2027 in Malaysia is 

approximately €X million. To be ready for a transfer of this purchasing volume to the Iberian Peninsula 

in case of large disruptions and risks concerning the Malaysian supplier base, the Iberian Peninsula 

supplier base needs to be able to cope with this purchasing volume, in addition to the current 

purchasing volume in Portugal already. Considered that the purchasing volume in Portugal has also 

doubled in 2027, twice €900,000 has to be added to the required capacity in a few years. In total, this 

makes approximately €X million, which explains the research goal in Section 1.3.1 to establish a 

supplier base in the Iberian Peninsula, capable of a yearly purchasing volume of €10-15 million, taking 

into account some possible fluctuations.  

 

Figure 6: Purchasing volume VDL ETG Almelo expected growth MEC-02 

2.3 Key numbers in the global supply chain 
The following data is gathered during an interview with the Supply Chain Engineer. VDL ETG Almelo’s 

global turnover is expected to be €X million in 2023. The rough division in turnover volume of the 

departments within VDL ETG Almelo can be seen in Figure 7, with a total turnover of €X million. The 

Projects department has a share of 15% of the total global turnover. It is expected that the total global 

turnover volume in 2024 accounts for €X million, as can be seen in Figure 8. Mainly the departments 1 

and 2 are expected to realise a large growth. Still an expected increase of approximately €X million for 

Projects is quite large. The increase for Projects is caused by the large increase in total turnover 

volume, despite the percentual decrease of the Projects department in the total turnover volume. 

 

Figure 7: Global turnover division departments VDL ETG Almelo 2023 

70.00%

15.00%

15.00%

Turnover volume 2023 (million €)

Department 1 Department 2 Projects
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Figure 8: Expected global turnover division departments VDL ETG Almelo 2024 

2.4 Challenges in the global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo 
Ambition is growth at VDL ETG Almelo (Purchasing Director, 2023). Over the last years, the growth has 

been established as an increase of 70% in turnover. This means that the purchasing volume also must 

grow with these numbers. Some current suppliers cannot grow with this increase. As a result, an 

extension of the supplier base is required. Numerous ways exist in which this can be achieved, based 

on VDL ETG Almelo’s experience. The first one is about exploring new opportunities from the current 

suppliers; this might include diversifying the products or services sourced from them or building 

stronger long-term relationships. The second one concerns exploiting new opportunities from new 

suppliers. It helps to reduce the dependency on the current suppliers and can lead to more competitive 

pricing, innovation and a broader range of choices. Next, outsourcing within the VDL Groep is an 

option. Internal outsourcing means exploiting the capabilities of other units within the Groep. It can 

optimise resource utilisation and expertise, leading to cost savings and improved overall efficiency. 

The fourth option concerns make-or-buy, in which it is evaluated which products to produce in-house 

or purchase them externally. This can allow the organisation to focus on core competencies. Another 

way is the use of higher-level procurement, which involves exploring purchasing at a more strategic 

level, in which the focus can be laid on long-term agreements that focus on sustainability for example. 

The last method is cooperation or business takeover, which involves cooperative ventures or even 

acquisition of suppliers. This method can secure a critical supply chain and enhance control (Purchasing 

Director, 2023).  

Focus is laid on establishing a new supplier base. Management believes that establishing a new 

supplier base is the answer to the problems caused by the growing demand (Purchasing Director, 

2023).  

Risks in the global supply chain exist and they will remain. One can think of examples like the COVID-

19 pandemic and the blockade of the Suez Canal. A situation can occur when suddenly, import duties 

or much higher shipping costs are in place which make the Asian products more expensive than the 

European products. Nearshoring provides a reduction in these risks (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). 

Currently, geopolitical tensions exist around Taiwan and China (Maizland, 2023). The USA imposes 

restrictions on the export of Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) machines to China. These EUV machines are 

used in semiconductor device fabrication to make integrated circuits. Next, China has a considerable 

influence on suppliers in Malaysia, where VDL ETG Almelo currently has a supplier base.  

Currently, the suppliers in Malaysia are satisfied with the demand provided by VDL ETG Almelo. 

However, they still have a sizeable portion of their capacity unused, while suppliers in the Netherlands 

67.47%

19.49%

13.04%

Expected turnover volume 2024 
(million €)

Department 1 Department 2 Projects
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are largely saturated. VDL ETG Almelo on purpose places just enough orders at the Malaysian supplier 

base to keep them satisfied, but VDL ETG Almelo does not want to place more orders in Malaysia due 

to the geopolitical tensions in that region. The question is how long these Malaysian suppliers will 

remain loyal on the long term. This aspect will be elaborated on in Section 6.5. 

Since the Dutch supplier base for high precision products, like parts for the semiconductor industry, 

was saturated, VDL ETG Almelo and other customers of these suppliers searched for other supplier 

bases. For this reason, VDL ETG Almelo extended the supplier base to Malaysia. Since all these 

customers moved production away from the Dutch supplier base, this Dutch supplier base was able to 

work through the backlog of production jobs and currently has capacity left over (Purchasing Manager  

Department 1, 2023). Nevi PMI (2023) provides insight in the decrease in the production index in Figure 

9 below. A production index larger than 50 means that there is an increase in production volume 

compared to the previous month. The value for October 2023, which is at the datapoint positioned 

most to the right, is 44.8, indicates that the production volume in the Dutch production sector is 

decreasing.  

 

Figure 9: Production index 
(Source: (Nevi PMI, 2023)) 

 

Due to the decrease in production volume, these Dutch suppliers offer discounts right now to get more 

orders again. When customers place more orders again at the Dutch suppliers, the cycle may repeat 

itself, which may be a challenge at peak times. In contradiction, Dutch suppliers wanted to increase 

their prices some months ago to their customers, to cope with the price increase of energy and raw 

materials (Purchasing Manager Department 1, 2023). 

Another existing challenge concerns magnets. A specific part of the assemblies for Company B are 

magnets, which are imported from China, specifically the Ningbo region. VDL ETG Almelo also has a 

German supplier for these magnets, but this supplier is also dependent on the Ningbo region. If 

something happens in that region, or sanctions are imposed which make trade (almost) impossible, 

big challenges arise. The dependency on rare materials and products illustrates the challenges VDL ETG 

Almelo can experience.  

As of the first of October 2023, the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) is in place (Taxation 

and Customs Union, n.d.). The CBAM has the purpose to accelerate the decarbonisation of European 

industries while preventing carbon leakage, which occurs when businesses shift their production to 

countries with weaker climate regulations to avoid higher carbon costs (Oropeza, 2023). Since VDL ETG 

Almelo imports products from outside the EU, VDL ETG Almelo must report what the emissions are, 

otherwise they will be penalised. By interviewing the Supply Chain Engineer, it became clear that VDL 
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ETG Almelo is not ready for this transition documentation wise, because carbon emission 

documentation is not stored accordingly yet.  

Transport and social pressure around sustainability is gaining increasingly more attention. A challenge 

is to arrange the supply chain in such manner that sustainable transport is achieved. This is already 

getting more attention, but the current global supply chain is not ready for it yet due to the internal 

focus on cost and quality, rather than sustainability. Soon, it is expected that more sustainability 

certifications due to regulation are required (European commission, 2023). Also, big customers like 

Company B may put in place their sustainability requirements (prior to legal requirements) themselves 

to cope with this social pressure around sustainability.  

The main challenges described in this section are how to cope with the growing demand and the 

geopolitical tensions around Taiwan. The other challenges are also present, but are of lesser 

importance and relevance at the moment than the other two described challenges. 

2.5 Evolved and resilient supply chain 
The COVID-19 pandemic and its impact are taken as an example. Suddenly, the pandemic appeared 

and caused great chaos in the supply chain worldwide, not just that of VDL ETG Almelo (Naseer et al., 

2023). VDL ETG Almelo’s global supply was not resilient (Supply Chain Engineer, 2023). There were a 

lot of delays, with lead times reaching far too long values. At that point, new supplier bases had to be 

established to be able to cope with the higher demand and restrictions. The Malaysian supplier base 

was not established primarily for the lower costs, but for the available capacity and the low lead times, 

while maintaining high quality. Setting up new supplier bases costs time, which means that VDL ETG 

Almelo was already too late when the pandemic happened. As a result, VDL ETG Almelo did not grow 

as hard as it could have done (Supply Chain Engineer, 2023). However, due to recent global events and 

trends, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, their global supply chain has become more resilient. It is 

expected that VDL ETG Almelo can cope better with unforeseen events now, because the supply chain 

and supplier base is organised more diversly now, with increased flexibility in production and 

transport.  

2.6 Implementation of potential suppliers in VDL ETG Almelo’s global supply chain 
This section describes how the selected potential new suppliers can be incorporated into VDL ETG 

Almelo’s global supply chain. VDL ETG Almelo has multiple flowcharts in place, which show relevant 

steps in the process, to select suppliers and to incorporate these suppliers in the supply chain. These 

include the supplier selection process (Section 2.6.1) and the supplier qualification process (Section 

2.6.2). 

2.6.1 Supplier selection process 
The flow chart of the supplier selection process can be seen in Figure 28 in Appendix C. Several steps 

that are present in this flow chart have been executed in this research and they are shortly referenced 

to in this section. The need for a new supplier has been identified (step 10) in Chapter 1, after which 

the product family code has been determined (step 20). Market research is executed (30) and a short 

list of suppliers is made (step 40) in Chapter 0. In step 50, it is checked if other VDL ETG sites already 

do business with these suppliers. This information is determined partly via the mail, when planning the 

site visits. These site visits are a way to make initial contact with individual suppliers (step 60), which 

is executed in this research and elaborated on in Chapter 5. The document ‘V-30002 BD03 Supplier 

selection criteria’ is used for filling in the supplier selection criteria overview (scoring + weight factors 

in step 70). This step has been adjusted in this research, since the supplier selection criteria overview 

has been adjusted with the supplier selection tool used in this research as a result, which is developed 

in Chapter 0. Step 80 describes the confidence in the highest scoring potential supplier, which is 
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executed in Chapter 5. The next step is to perform the supplier selection process for each supplier in 

Step 90.  

2.6.2 Supplier qualification process 
The document ‘V-30004 Supplier Qualification Process’ is used to perform Step 90 of the supplier 

selection process, described in the previous section. This document contains a flow chart to illustrate 

the supplier qualification process and can be found in Figure 29 and Figure 30 in Appendix C. Currently, 

steps 10, 20 and 30 have already been executed. Several aspects for the Supplier Information List (SIL) 

of step 40 have already been gathered during the site visits, since these aspects are used in the supplier 

selection tool in this research. However, not all information is gathered and the document ‘V-30002 

Supplier information list’ therefore is not complete. This is where this research stops and where the 

acquired knowledge is transferred to the relevant stakeholders of the Projects department. To 

implement the suppliers in VDL ETG Almelo’s global supply chain, steps from and including step 40 of 

the document ‘V-30004 Supplier Qualification Process’ have to be executed. Further steps include for 

example the ‘Request for Quotation (RFQ) process’, the ‘Application Form Suppliers’ and the 

‘Framework Agreement’, resulting in an archived contract. Responsible officer(s) are indicated per 

step, which can be the initial buyer or the Purchasing Manager.  

2.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the current global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo has been described. Section 2.1 

describes the purchasing strategy of VDL ETG Almelo ‘Stable and competitive value chain as business 

enabler’. Section 2.2 gives insight into the purchasing volume of VDL ETG Almelo, which is 

approximately €X million in 2023. The Netherlands has been found as the country with the largest 

purchasing value. The research focuses on the internal commodity MEC-02, which has a purchasing 

volume of €X million in 2023. Consequently, the Netherlands is also the largest supplier base for this 

commodity, with a purchasing volume of €X million in 2023. Section 2.2 illustrates that the purchasing 

volume in 2027 is expected to have doubled, compared to 2023.  

Section 2.3 gives the division in turnover, divided over the departments within VDL ETG Almelo. Focus 

is laid on the Projects department, which had a turnover of €X million in 2023. The expected turnover 

for the Projects department in 2024 is €X million, thus growing with approximately €X million turnover 

in a year. Section 2.4  focuses on the challenges in the global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo. The main 

challenges are how to cope with the growing demand and the geopolitical tensions around Taiwan. 

Section 2.5 describes how VDL ETG Almelo has coped with the COVID-19 pandemic, indicating that the 

company has learned from a challenge like the pandemic. The conclusion was that the supply chain 

and supplier base have to be organised more diversly, in order to be flexible. Section 2.6 describes the 

flowcharts that VDL ETG Almelo has in place to follow the supplier selection process and supplier 

qualification process. These document can be found in Appendix C. In this research, all steps up to step 

90 in the supplier selection process, which leads to and includes step 30 in the supplier qualification 

process, are executed. 
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3. Literature review 
In this chapter, a literature review is executed to find the answer to the following knowledge question: 

What are suitable tools to select suppliers, taking into account various viewpoints and their relative 

importance? 

First, Section 3.1 describes relevant terminology for the research. Next, motivation for expanding the 

supplier base is described in Section 3.2. Third, Section 3.3 states the advantages and disadvantages of 

different methods of expanding the supplier base. Section 3.4 describes which supplier tools exist in 

literature. Section 3.5 elaborates on which KPIs exist in supplier selection. Also, KPIs specific for the 

mechanisation market segment are incorporated. Section 3.6 concludes the chapter. 

3.1 Relevant terminology 
In this section, terminology is explained which is important for this thesis.  

According to Michelman and Sheffi (2007), supply chain resilience refers to the ability of a company to 

bounce back from a large disruption. Supply chain disruptions are unexpected events that could be 

observed for a prolonged period, and the shock can be propagated to other supply chain echelons 

(levels) (Olivares-Aguila & ElMaraghy, 2021). In fact, a company can recover from disruptions if they 

are better positioned than competitors to deal with risks (Michelman & Sheffi, 2007). According to 

Christopher and Towill (2001), agility means using market knowledge and a virtual corporation to 

exploit profitable opportunities in a volatile marketplace.  

Supplier diversification is employed by manufacturers to reduce the risk and dependencies that arise 

due to reliance on a single supplier (Swaminathan & Shanthikumar, 1999). Reshoring means bringing 

production back home (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). Müller-Dauppert (2016) define nearshoring as 

the geographical relocation of the production function, which entails business functions and processes, 

in nearby or surrounding countries. Friendshoring refers to the rerouting of supply chains to countries 

perceived as politically and economically safe or low-risk, to avoid disruption to the flow of business 

(Ellerbeck, 2023). 

3.2 Expanding a company’s supplier base 
To know about expanding a company’s supplier base, it is relevant to provide insight in what actually 

entails purchasing, which is done in Section 3.2.1. Section 3.2.2 gives the motivation for supplier base 

expansion. The benefits of getting preferred customer status are described in Section 3.2.3. The 

viewpoint from the other perspective, supplier satisfaction, is elaborated on in Section 3.2.4 

3.2.1 Purchasing process 
First, it is important to describe what is included in the term purchasing. Figure 10 below illustrates 

what the purchasing process entails. Strategic sourcing includes the process of planning supply, 

selecting suppliers and contracting them to establish the potential for supply. Operative procurement 

includes the ordering of material and services, ensuring its delivery and, finally, activating the payment, 

thus executing the order. The research in this thesis focuses on the second step of the purchasing 

process in strategic sourcing, which is thus the supplier selection step. 
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Figure 10: Purchasing process 
(Source: (Schiele, 2019)) 

 

According to Schiele (2019), purchasing traditionally has three main objectives: (1) ensuring safe, 

timely and sufficient supply at (2) appropriate quality with (3) the lowest possible costs. Reflecting the 

growing importance of suppliers for the prosperity of a firm, two novel objectives are added by Schiele 

(2019), namely, (4) facilitating innovations from and with suppliers and (5) ensuring competitive 

advantage to the firm by guaranteeing privileged access to sources of supply. These objectives 

mentioned in Schiele (2019) are elaborated on below. Chand (n.d.) adds the objective to achieve a high 

degree of co-operation and co-ordination with other departments in the organisation. The five 

objectives described by Schiele (2019) are also present in the work of Chand (n.d.), illustrating their 

relevance. 

The first objective is safe supply. The most basic objective of purchasing is to provide the materials or 

services needed on time, at the right time and the right place, as agreed upon between both parties 

(Schiele, 2019). Stopping an assembly line, for instance, causes substantial costs that far exceed the 

value of missing components; hence, the emphasis on this objective is a necessary condition (Chand, 

n.d.). 

Quality is the second objective. This is another necessary condition, because a product that does not 

match required quality criteria cannot be sold. Sustainability of the supply chain has recently been 

included as a special indication of quality (Schiele, 2019).  

The third objective is cost. Traditionally this is the main sufficient condition to make a sourcing project 

feasible (Schiele, 2019). Regarding the importance of the cost block “supplies” in a modern firm, this 

criterion gains in importance. Chand (n.d.) illustrates that a one percent saving in materials cost can 

be equivalent to a 10 percent increase in turnover. 

The next objective is innovation. Since the 1990s, there has been a fundamental change in how 

innovations have occurred (Schiele, 2019). In-house research and development laboratories are no 

longer responsible for the bulk of novelties. This is often taken over by buyer-supplier networks or 

specialised suppliers. Hence, a new objective for purchasing was established, namely, (a) to ensure the 

flow of innovation from suppliers into the buying firm and (b) to establish the conditions and to 

manage buyer-supplier collaborative innovation processes (Schiele, 2019).  

Strategic positioning is the last objective according to Schiele (2019). In a firm where the purchasing 

volume is of substantial size and where there is a scarcity of suitable suppliers, a further objective for 

purchasing emerges, namely, to ensure a competitive advantage for the firm by designing and 

maintaining a performant supply network to which the firm has privileged access. For example, this 

means better access to the supplier than its competitors in order to achieve competitive advantages. 

This is illustrated by Chand (n.d.), indicating that purchasing is perceived as a strategic managerial 
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function at the moment. Achieving preferred customer status, as described by Schiele (2012), is a way 

to accomplish strategic positioning. This is further elaborated on in Section 3.2.3. 

The sixth objective described by Chand (n.d.) is achieving a high degree of co-operation and co-

ordination with other departments in the organisation. It is important because it facilitates the 

achievement of common goals, promotes a comprehensive approach to problem-solving and it 

enhances efficiency (Chand, n.d.). 

3.2.2 Expanding supplier base 
Expanding the supplier base is one of the seven core sourcing levers described by Schiele (2019). These 

sourcing levers form a tailored set of tactics to achieve cost savings, innovation and other performance 

goals. These seven sourcing levers are given below: 

1. ‘Volume bundling’ to leverage larger purchasing volumes; 

2. ‘Price evaluation’ as a new form of negotiating prices based on cost information; 

3. ‘Extension of supplier base’ to introduce new supply sources; 

4. ‘Product optimisation’ to modify the material or service; 

5. ‘Process optimisation’ to simplify the buyer-seller interface; 

6. ‘Optimisation of supply relationship’ to partner with suppliers; 

7. ‘Category-spanning optimisation’ to consider possible synergies across sourcing categories. 

The third lever, the extension of the supplier base, is elaborated on below. The extension of the supply 

base is described as increasing the number of sources and bidders per request for quotation (Schiele, 

2019). The supply base design, and thus the number of suppliers, determines competition in the supply 

market (Li, 2013). Introducing new suppliers into the supply base, even if not awarded with a contract, 

may lead to better offers by the established bidders (Gnyawali & Madhavan, 2001). Extension of the 

supply base may be done through international sourcing and developing local or foreign sources. 

Competences of potential suppliers may be developed directly (Sillanpää, Shahzad, and Sillanpää, 

2015; Sucky and Durst, 2013) or indirectly by gradually awarding business to build their capability and 

experience for future successful bids (Handfield et al., 2006); (Krause et al., 1998).  

In the work of Hesping and Schiele (2016), three indicators for the extension of the supply base are 

developed. The first one is building up suppliers, which can be done for instance by increasing volumes 

stepwise. The process can be managed incrementally in this way, which ensures a smoother and more 

controlled transition in the supply chain (Hesping & Schiele, 2016). Another approach is to drive 

forward use of suppliers from cost-competitive countries. This can potentially lead to cost savings for 

the organisation and thus enhance profitability (Hesping & Schiele, 2016). The last approach is to drive 

forward (deep) localisation, thereby expanding capacities near place of demand. This approach can 

reduce lead times, lower transportation costs and enhance the supply chain responsiveness (Hesping 

& Schiele, 2016). Statistical tests have shown that these three indicators highly contribute to supplier 

base extension, which means that these measures could also be applied in this research (Hesping & 

Schiele, 2016).  

According to Schiele (2019), levers 1–3 are also called ‘commercial levers’, because they can be applied 

by purchasers alone and have limited support from other functions, whereas levers 4–7 are known as 

“cross-functional levers”, because their applications require intensive collaboration with other 

functions. For example, product optimisation links to engineering, whereas process optimisation often 

links to logistics. The commercial levers try to exploit existing benefits, while the cross-functional levers 

try to explore new benefits (Schiele, 2019). Given the current need for the supplier base extension, 

focusing on one of the commercial levers means that the new supplier base might be implemented 
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quicker since it focuses more on one department, compared to implementing one of the cross-

functional levers. 

3.2.3 Preferred customer status 
Achieving preferred customer status is a way to accomplish strategic positioning, which is relevant in 

the fifth objective of purchasing, described by Schiele (2019) in Section 3.2.1. When expanding the 

supplier base, it is beneficial to acquire preferred customer status with a supplier if the supplier offers 

the customer preferential resource allocation, for example better access to its valuable products or 

services than it offers to other customers (Schiele, 2019). This can be accomplished in several ways. A 

supplier may dedicate its best personnel to joint new product development projects, customise its 

products according to the customer’s wishes, offer privileged treatment if bottlenecks in production 

occur and offer innovations first or even enter into an exclusive agreement (Steinle & Schiele, 2008). 

The core assumption here is that not all customers are treated equally, because suppliers have to make 

a choice in view of resource scarcity. 

In cases of supply shortage, safe supply is provided to the preferred customers, while other customers 

may suffer from a supply interruption, thus, preferred customer status reduces supply risk (Schiele, 

2019). Further research has found indications that suppliers offer beneficial pricing to their preferred 

customers, as they appreciate loyalty, expressed in consistent business. Likewise, success in buyer-

supplier collaboration for innovation is strongly influenced by the customer’s status with the supplier. 

Finally, with the preferred customer approach, purchasing has a chance to satisfy the novel target of 

contributing to a firm’s competitive advantage. Having exclusive access to a supplier with valuable 

capabilities creates a strategic advantage for this firm.  

According to Schiele (2012), in buyer-supplier relations, buying firms (1) need to be sufficiently 

attractive for potential suppliers to get a quotation from them. In case a business relation is 

established, then, (2) the supplier needs to be satisfied with the relation. Finally, (3) the supplier needs 

to be more satisfied with this customer than with its alternatives so that the buying firm finally 

becomes a customer of choice and hence get privileged treatment. 

In order to assess a buyer’s strategic situation with the suppliers, the ‘preferred customer matrix’ has 

been developed by Schiele (2012), which can be seen in Figure 11 below. It shows the buyer’s status 

with the supplier against the competitiveness of the supplier. A supplier’s competitiveness typically is 

assessed in a very company-specific way, depending on the strategic direction of the firm. Schiele 

(2012) suggests various criteria to assess the other axis, which is a firm’s status with its supplier. The 

first one is a technical match, meaning the strategic importance of the customer firm for the supplier 

due to a conformance of technological roadmaps. The next criterium is commercial importance, which 

can be measured by the significance of purchasing volume in supplier’s overall business. Third, the 

cultural fit plays a role. In here, existence of similar cultural values in buyer and supplier firms can have 

significant impact. Lastly, key account status is relevant, which means awarding of key account status 

with the supplier’s sales, R&D, quality, and production departments. 
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Figure 11: The preferred customer matrix 
(Source: (Schiele, 2012)) 

 

3.2.4 Supplier satisfaction 
Schiele (2019) has revealed several main factors that influence supplier satisfaction. Having a satisfied 

supplier improves the relationship between supplier and customer, which is thus crucial to take into 

account when selecting new suppliers (Schiele, 2019). These can be operationalised to understand if 

suppliers are satisfied with a particular customer. The first aspect is the growth opportunity. For sales 

personnel, it is more interesting to collaborate with a customer whose turnover is growing, so that in 

a subsequent period more products can be sold. Another aspect is profitability, because a supplier is 

more satisfied if a customer is paying fair (Schiele, 2019). The third aspect is relational behaviour. This 

considers the behaviour of a customer’s personnel in terms of reliability, support offered or openness 

for supplier involvement influences the supplier’s satisfaction with this relationship. The last factor to 

be discussed is operational excellence. Operational excellence like simple processes, prompt responses 

and accurate forecasts also positively influence the relationship according to Schiele (2019).  

3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of supplier base expansion methods 
The potential for reducing global value chain (GVC) risks without eroding efficiency gains vary across 

products and sectors (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). Diversifying, bringing production home or to 

closer (friendlier) locations (the so-called re-shoring and near-(friend)-shoring, terminology explained 

in Section 3.1), and optimising stockpiling are the three most frequently discussed strategies to cope 

with GVC risks, according to Crowe and Rawdanowicz (2023). For this reason, focus is laid on these 

three strategies. 

Diversifying generally functions better in ensuring resilience and robustness of supply chains, 

compared to re-shoring (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). Near-shoring can reduce import fees and 

delays of long supply chains (Piatanesi & Arauzo‐Carod, 2019). Friend-shoring can help to minimise 

geopolitical risks, involve smaller risks to intellectual property (Banaszyk, 2023). However, defining 

“friends” based on clear and lasting criteria without adding to business uncertainty is challenging 

(Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). 

Reshaping supply chains can be costly, but diversification could be less expensive than re/near-shoring. 

The analysis of Tang and Kouvelis (2011) identified a supplier diversification benefit, that is, 

diversification reduces the output inefficiency caused by random yield and increases the expected 

market output. It is generally cheaper and easier to diversify production of goods that require simple 
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technologies, are characterised by small economies of scale and are standardised (Crowe & 

Rawdanowicz, 2023). Diversifying and re-shoring may be unviable or difficult in sectors with high fixed 

costs and for many natural resources (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). 

Most actions to improve resilience lie with firms rather than governments, according to Crowe and 

Rawdanowicz (2023). However, firms have to cope with incentives of governments and incorporate 

these in their daily practice (Nguyen et al., 2023). Private firms have financial incentives to reduce risks 

of costly disruptions to production. On the contrary, they could be limited by the sunk costs of 

investments and the costs of adapting supply chains (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). Private firms can 

choose best between the robustness and resilience of their supply chain (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 

2023). 

Threats to national security in principle justify insuring against negative geopolitical events or acting 

to prevent such events. However, geopolitical risks and associated economic costs are difficult to 

evaluate, as indicated in the case study concerning North and South Korea (Pyo, 2021). Besides, some 

policy measures may prove ineffective in ensuring security (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). To minimise 

risks that such policies will be ineffective and costly for taxpayers and consumers, objective and 

thorough evaluations are needed (Crowe & Rawdanowicz, 2023). 

Concerns over the resilience of supply of manufactured goods that are critical inputs for the economy 

due to high concentration of production abroad have led some governments to support domestic 

production. Globally, various countries are already implementing measures to increase resilience by 

diversifying domestic and international suppliers. The EU has an act to boost the domestic 

semiconductor market (Deutsch, 2023). The same holds for the USA (Thorbecke, 2022).  

Table 2 below from Pedersen and Jensen (2023), illustrates how companies can address disruptions. It 

shows resilience strategies, their expected impact and associated costs. Resilience strategies 1, 2 and 

4 for the local natural disasters fit in the aim of this research, just as resilience strategy 1 for the political 

conflicts.  

Table 2: Ways for companies to address disruptions 
(Source: (Pedersen & Jensen, 2023)) 

 

3.4 Supplier selection tools 
Several evaluation tools for supplier selection have been proposed by Sarkis and Talluri (2002). The 

majority of the tools mentioned in Sarkis and Talluri (2002) are based on multiple-supplier criteria, of 

which the most relevant tools are described below. More literature research regarding other supplier 

selection tools is given in Appendix D. 
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3.4.1 Total cost of ownership (TCO) 
TCO is a methodology and philosophy, which looks beyond the price of a purchase to include many 

other purchase-related costs. According to Ellram (1995), TCO is a complex approach which requires 

that the buying firm determines which costs it considers most important or significant in the 

acquisition, possession, use and subsequent disposition of a good or service. In addition to the price 

paid for the item, TCO may include such elements as order placement, research and qualification of 

suppliers, transportation, receiving, inspection, rejection, replacement, downtime caused by failure, 

disposal costs and so on. 

3.4.2 Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 
AHP is an approach that can be used in a multifactor decision-making environment, especially when 

subjective and/or intuitive consideration has to be incorporated (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). It is a robust 

technique that allows managers to determine preferences of criteria for selection purposes, quantify 

those preferences, then aggregate them across diverse criteria. It is a relatively easy approach to 

understand and apply (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). AHP provides a structured approach for determining the 

scores and weights for the multiple criteria used and standardises them, so that they can be compared 

and decisions made (Barbarosoglu & Yazgac, 1997). A shortcoming of AHP is that it not explicitly 

considers the interactions among the various factors (for example, cost and quality may impact 

flexibility) (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002).  

3.4.3 Fuzzy AHP 
Tools exist to deal with the shortcomings of AHP. In these tools, Fuzzy logic is combined with AHP to 

combine the advantages of the two methods. In fuzzy logic, everything, including truth, is a matter of 

degree (Zadeh, 1988). Fuzzy logic does not have the capability to measure the level of consistency in 

the judgments provided by a decision maker Ishizaka (2014). AHP cannot capture subjectivity (or 

fuzziness) of human judgments as the verbal assessments are converted into clear values. 

Ishizaka (2014) compares Fuzzy logic, AHP, Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) and Hybrid Fuzzy 

AHP for new supplier selection and its performance analysis. FAHP is a merger of the two methods, 

Fuzzy logic and the AHP, which inherits the advantages of both and, therefore, addresses the above-

mentioned problems. The FAHP method is useful in identifying a suitable supplier and to evaluate its 

performance as demonstrated in the described case study. It can also be applied in any other selection 

or ranking problem. The Hybrid Fuzzy AHP can manage direct or pairwise, clear or fuzzy evaluations.  

3.4.4 Analytic network process (ANP) 
ANP is a more general form of the AHP used in multi-criteria decision analysis (Saaty, 2004). AHP 

structures a decision problem into a hierarchy with a goal, decision criteria, and alternatives, while the 

ANP structures it as a network. ANP takes into account that attributes may influence each other, and 

thus influence the choice. More elaborations on this are given below in Section 3.4.5.2. ANP is an 

accurate decision support tool for supplier selection (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). 

3.4.5 Differences between tools 
The sub-sections below describe various comparisons made between different tools. Since AHP is 

compared most in literature with Fuzzy AHP, TCO and ANP, the sections below give comparisons 

between these tools where applicable. After the comparisons, a supplier selection tool is chosen for 

this research in Section 3.4.6. 

3.4.5.1 Difference AHP and Fuzzy AHP 

As with the Fuzzy logic method, AHP also formulates the problem in a hierarchical structure. The main 

difference is the extraction of relative weights (importance) of the criteria and performances of the 
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alternatives through pairwise comparisons, which are collected in a comparison matrix. Fuzzy AHP 

exists in order to capture the benefits of both methods (Ishizaka, 2014). The main difference between 

the two lies in their treatment of uncertainty and imprecision in the decision-making process (Ishizaka, 

2014). A comparison per relevant aspect is given below. 

Regarding handling uncertainty, AHP is a crisp or deterministic method, meaning it assumes that the 

input data (such as pairwise comparisons of criteria) and the resulting weights are precise and without 

uncertainty (Özdağoğlu & Özdağoğlu, 2007). It does not explicitly account for ambiguity or fuzziness in 

the decision process. Fuzzy AHP on the other hand extends AHP by allowing for the representation of 

imprecision and uncertainty in the decision data (Özdağoğlu & Özdağoğlu, 2007). It uses fuzzy sets and 

linguistic terms to describe the vagueness of judgments and criteria. Fuzzy AHP acknowledges that 

decision-makers may not always have precise information and accommodates this uncertainty in the 

analysis (Ishizaka, 2014). 

The next aspect is about membership functions. In AHP, judgments are typically expressed as crisp, 

precise values, such as "Criterion A is three times more important than Criterion B." There is no 

consideration of degrees of membership or uncertainty in these judgments (Özdağoğlu & Özdağoğlu, 

2007). Fuzzy AHP uses membership functions to represent the degree of membership of elements 

(criteria or alternatives) to linguistic terms like "very important," "important," "slightly important," etc. 

This allows for a more flexible and expressive way to capture imprecise judgments (Ishizaka, 2014). 

Third, aggregation of preferences is discussed. AHP uses the eigenvector method to aggregate the 

pairwise comparison matrices and calculate the final priorities or weights for criteria and alternatives. 

The result is typically a set of crisp numerical values (Özdağoğlu & Özdağoğlu, 2007). Fuzzy AHP 

employs fuzzy aggregation techniques, such as the fuzzy weighted geometric mean or fuzzy weighted 

arithmetic mean, to aggregate the fuzzy judgments and calculate fuzzy priorities, which can be 

represented as fuzzy numbers or fuzzy sets (Ishizaka, 2014). 

Another relevant aspect is the representation of data. AHP uses crisp matrices for pairwise 

comparisons and crisp values for priorities, which can be straightforward but may not adequately 

capture real-world imprecision (Özdağoğlu & Özdağoğlu, 2007). Fuzzy AHP represents data using fuzzy 

matrices and fuzzy numbers, which can better accommodate imprecision and provide a more realistic 

representation of decision-makers' judgments (Ishizaka, 2014). 

In summary, the primary difference between AHP and Fuzzy AHP is the treatment of uncertainty and 

imprecision. AHP is a deterministic method that assumes precise data, while Fuzzy AHP uses fuzzy logic 

to model and handle imprecise, uncertain, or vague information in the decision-making process. Fuzzy 

AHP is particularly useful when decision-makers need to make decisions in situations where data is 

inherently uncertain or qualitative in nature (Ishizaka, 2014). However, the study of Chan et al. (2019) 

infers that Fuzzy AHP is in fact not a favourable method over classical AHP, because a  sophisticated 

method is not necessarily better than a simple method. 

3.4.5.2 Difference AHP and ANP 

Since (Fuzzy) AHP and ANP seem feasible tools for application in this research, it is elaborated further 

on the differences between AHP and ANP. AHP only considers one-way hierarchical relationships 

among factors (Saaty, 2004; Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). This simplistic assumption does not consider the 

many possible relationships among the groups of factors or those within them (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). 

For example, for selection of a project, a decision maker may categorize factors into cost, quality and 

flexibility. A project may be rated on each of these factors separately and aggregated to arrive at an 

overall score, which is essentially what AHP does. Yet, AHP does not explicitly consider the interactions 

among the several factors (for example, cost and quality may impact flexibility). ANP can incorporate 
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this and many other interrelationships of factors into the decision model. In addition, another problem 

with AHP is that of “rank reversal”. Rank reversal can be a concern in decision-making because it 

suggests that the outcome is sensitive to the criteria weights and can lead to different decisions under 

different circumstances (Saaty, 1996). To mitigate rank reversal, decision-makers often engage in 

sensitivity analysis, which involves evaluating the robustness of their decisions by varying criteria 

weights to understand how they affect the ranking of alternatives. 

On the other hand, the ANP approach may have disadvantages in some situations because it can 

become quite complex as the number of factors and relationships increases, requiring more effort by 

analysts and decision makers (Saaty, 2004). A summary of AHP versus ANP per different aspect is given 

below. 

The first aspect to be discussed is the hierarchical versus network structure. AHP is based on a 

hierarchical structure, where the problem is broken down into a hierarchy of criteria and alternatives. 

It involves pairwise comparisons to establish the relative importance or preference of criteria and sub-

criteria (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). ANP, on the contrary, allows for more complex relationships by using 

a network structure. In ANP, elements (criteria, sub-criteria, and alternatives) are interconnected in a 

network, and the relationships between them can be both hierarchical and non-hierarchical. ANP 

extends the capabilities of AHP by accommodating feedback loops and dependencies between 

elements (Saaty, 2004). 

Differences exist in terms of dependence handling. AHP assumes that the criteria and sub-criteria are 

independent of each other. It does not explicitly handle dependencies or feedback loops between 

criteria (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). ANP is designed to handle dependencies and feedback loops among 

criteria and sub-criteria. It allows for a more realistic representation of complex decision problems 

where elements may influence each other directly or indirectly (Saaty, 2004). 

Thirdly, the aspect of pairwise comparisons is elaborated on. AHP relies heavily on pairwise 

comparisons to determine the relative importance of criteria and alternatives. The consistency of these 

comparisons is also checked using mathematical consistency indices (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). ANP 

extends pairwise comparisons to include not only the comparison of criteria but also the relationships 

between criteria and sub-criteria within the network. This can make the evaluation process more 

complex (Saaty, 2004). 

Both tools apply a different mathematical formulation. AHP uses a mathematical formulation based 

on eigenvector methods to calculate the weights of criteria and alternatives (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). 

ANP uses a more complex mathematical formulation based on the super matrix approach, which 

considers both the inner and outer dependencies within the network (Saaty, 2004). 

Lastly, it is compared when the tool is applied in practice. AHP is often used for decision problems with 

a relatively simpler hierarchical structure, where the interactions between criteria are limited and can 

be adequately captured through pairwise comparisons (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002). ANP is employed when 

decision problems have a more complex network structure with interdependencies and feedback 

loops. It is suitable for problems where the relationships between elements are crucial and cannot be 

simplified (Saaty, 2004). 

3.4.5.3 Difference AHP and TCO 

According to Bhutta and Huq (2002), AHP is more of a selection tool and is appropriate in decision-

making situations, where both quantitative and qualitative factors have to be considered, whereas 

TCO is difficult to use in an environment where subjective assessments and judgements have to be 

used in comparing factors. AHP provides a framework to cope with multiple criteria situations involving 
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supplier selection, while the total cost of ownership is a methodology and philosophy, which looks 

beyond just the price of a purchase to better understand and manage costs in selecting and 

maintaining suppliers (Ramanathan, 2007). According to Bhutta and Huq (2002), both approaches can 

be used in negotiations and in helping to optimise and concentrate resources where they are most 

needed. However, AHP can help evaluate and compare suppliers on different evaluation criteria, and, 

if cost data are included as they are in TCO, AHP can provide a more robust tool for managers to select 

and evaluate suppliers across the board, enabling them to make sound selections based on both 

qualitative and quantitative criteria (Bhutta & Huq, 2002).  

3.4.6 Conclusion from comparison 
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) has been selected as the supplier selection tool used in this 

research. It is assumed that the stakeholders in the research who will execute the pairwise 

comparisons deliver precise data. For this reason, the Fuzzy logic of Fuzzy AHP is not required. Also, 

research has shown that Fuzzy AHP is in fact not a favourable method over classical AHP, because a 

sophisticated method is not necessarily better than a simple method. ANP is not preferred, compared 

to AHP, because the rank reversal disadvantage of AHP is not considered to be a problem in this 

research. The opinion of the stakeholders is considered to be correct, which will lead to the correct 

criteria weights and thus the ‘correct’ outcomes. Internally, a tool is preferred which delivers the 

correct results, without making the reasoning unnecessarily complex. For this reason, ANP is not 

selected as well. Finally, since the tool considers more factors (AHP) than just factors expressed in costs 

(TCO), TCO is not deemed to be applicable. 

3.5 KPIs for supplier selection 
In this section, relevant categories and KPIs for supplier selection are elaborated on. Section 3.5.1 

focuses on relevant categories and KPIs for supplier selection, applied in ‘mechanical’ supplier 

selection tools. Section 3.5.2 gives more insight into KPIs specifically for the resilience aspect, aiming 

to tackle risk. 

3.5.1 KPIs in the mechanical industry 
Three ways of categorising KPIs are described in this section. One way to categorise KPIs for supplier 

selection, is the scheme introduced in Yücenur et al. (2011). According to Yücenur et al. (2011), four 

categories exist with different KPIs per category. These categories consist of ‘Service Quality’, ‘Cost’, 

‘Risk Factors’ and ‘Supplier’s Characteristics’ (Yücenur et al., 2011). Since each KPI is described in depth 

by Yücenur et al. (2011), all the 28 KPIs will not be stated and elaborated on here. The summary of this 

hierarchy, existing of the categories with KPIs, can be seen below in Figure 12. In the figure, the 

numbers in the boxes indicate the KPI numbers that are clustered per category. For example, 

‘Reliability’ (number 1) until and including ‘Communication easiness’ (number 8), are clustered under 

the category ‘Service Quality’. The overview indicates an exemplary global supplier selection, 

consisting of three suppliers. Since eight KPIs exist in the category ‘Service Quality’, eight lines go from 

the first box to each of the three suppliers. The same holds for each category, indicating that the 

categories with its KPIs influence the supplier selection process for each supplier. 
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Figure 12: The categorisation of the supplier selection problem 
(Source: (Yücenur et al., 2011)) 

 

Ishizaka (2014) proposes another overview of KPIs for supplier selection. This overview is given below 

in Figure 13. Four categories exist which are composed of multiple KPIs. These categories are ‘Quality’, 

‘Delivery’, Service’ and ‘Costs’. To illustrate, ‘Quality’ is composed of the KPIs ‘Quality control rejection 

rate’ and ‘Customer rejection rate’. Behind these KPIs, Ishizaka (2014) gives a linguistic importance 

scale (different scores in words). To cope with the difference in words for people, the fuzzy aspect 

provides clarity in terms of judgement. These scores are low importance (L), moderate importance 

(M), high importance (H) and very high importance (VH). The weights assigned to the criteria in Figure 

13 exist for a specific case in the work of Ishizaka (2014) and thus are not representative of a general 

supplier selection process, they are merely given as an indication for what a weight distribution could 

entail. ‘w1’ up to and including ‘w10’ are the weights of the KPIs. The overview shows which KPIs are 

used as indicators for the categories and how their importance is considered by the different weights. 

In the end, a score is given for a supplier by taking into account the scores and the weights given. 
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Figure 13: Supplier selection overview 
(Source: (Ishizaka, 2014)) 

 

Sarkis and Talluri (2002) describe ANP for strategic supplier selection and elaborate on a range of 

factors and their components. Figure 14 below gives the summary of these factors and components 

that are described and elaborated on by Sarkis and Talluri (2002). These factors and components are 

divided in two fields, namely strategic performance metrics and organisational factors. Four categories 

are described, which are ‘Cost’, ‘Quality’, ‘Time’ and ‘Flexibility’. These categories are made up of KPIs 

to measure how well these categories score. These four categories together make up the strategic 

performance metrics, which can be seen on the left side in Figure 14. On the right side in this figure, 

the organizational factors can be found. These organizational factors are composed of ‘Culture’, 

‘Technology’ and ‘Relationship’. Each of these three categories is composed of KPIs to measure the 

specific categories. The overview of Sarkis and Talluri (2002) is given as input in this research for KPIs 

that exist per category, and to get acquainted with which categories actually exist in the supplier 

selection process.  
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Figure 14: Summary of factors and components of the strategic performance metrics and organisational factor clusters 
(Source: (Sarkis & Talluri, 2002)) 

 

Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 provide insights in what relevant KPIs are, divided over categories, 

in the strategic supplier selection process in general. It may be assumed that KPIs that are present in 

more than one source seem to be viable KPIs in the supplier selection process. More specific KPIs 

applied to the mechanisation market segment are elaborated on in Section 3.5.2. 

3.5.2 KPIS regarding risk 
Company B has implemented a Business Continuity Management (BCM) System, which is a sort of risk 

management approach, to ensure that Company B and its supply chain are adequately prepared for 

disruptive events, manifesting from internal and external events, and threats. It is capable to continue 

the delivery of products and services at acceptable predefined levels (following a disruptive event) 

(Company B, 2023). It minimises the likelihood of disruptive events and effectively prepares the 

organisation to manage the impact of a disruptive event, should any occur. For this reason, an 

impact/likelihood matrix is in place, which can be seen in Figure 15 below. The value of risk is calculated 

by the estimated recovery time (RT) in weeks, multiplied by the sales margin per platform/product. 

This means the loss of revenue for the weeks that production is not possible. The likelihood is gathered 

via the supplier self-assessment and is validated by an independent risk engineer. 

The goal of the loss prevention control assessment in the likelihood aspect is to detect possible risks 

on the manufacturing premises and gain better insights including mitigation actions to prevent the 

chances of an accident to occur (Company B, 2023). The supplier shares its report (which is verified by 

an independent third party) with Company B, after which Company B translates the results into 

internal scores with a C, B, A or AA rating. There is a mutual aim to score at least “A” or create a 

roadmap to further improve the risk profile until “A” is achieved. The arrows in Figure 15 represent a 

potential roadmap. 
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Figure 15: Impact/likelihood matrix 
(Source: (Company B, 2023)) 

 

Company B requires its suppliers to score an AA (above standard) or A (standard) rating. Measures to 

accomplish this are summarised below. These measures can also be applied in this research, to cope 

with risk and rephrase risk into a KPI for the supplier selection tool.  

The first measure is about transparency. Company B (2023) states that there is transparency about the 

supplier’s risks. A supplier and Company B agree on required improvements needed to meet or reduce 

recovery time (RT). A KPI can measure the reduction in recovery time. Next, suppliers shall implement 

and maintain loss prevention control and preventive maintenance standards for (critical) assets, in line 

with industry standards and best practices. Control measures shall be well-maintained and regularly 

tested. A KPI can measure the presence of these systems. Lastly, loss prevention control assessment 

should be executed by an independent risk engineer during supplier selection, every three years and 

in case of major changes / extensions to the manufacturing sites. This can also be a binary KPI to 

measure if it is available. 

Company B has defined recovery time objectives (RTOs) to resume the supply chain operations after a 

disruptive incident. These RTOs per operation in Company B’s supply chain can be found below in Table 

3. The last column illustrates the RTOs per type of products. This can be transformed into a KPI to 

measure if the requirements regarding RTO are met when disruptions occur. 

Table 3: Company B's approved RTOs 
(Source: (Company B, 2023)) 

 

3.6 Conclusion 
Schiele (2019) describes seven core sourcing levers to achieve cost savings, innovation and other 

performance goals. The extension of the supplier base is one of these levers and this is where the 
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research focuses on. Diversifying, bringing production home or to closer (friendlier) locations (the so-

called re-shoring and near-(friend)-shoring), and optimising stockpiling are the three most frequently 

discussed strategies according to Crowe and Rawdanowicz (2023). Since VDL ETG Almelo has the desire 

to enhance their global supply chain resilience by expanding the supplier base, the focus is laid on the 

diversification of suppliers in a nearshoring environment (thus finding new suppliers in a nearby 

country). Achieving preferred customer status is a way to accomplish strategic positioning, which is 

relevant when extending the supplier base, described by Schiele (2019), and illustrated in Section 3.2.1. 

According to Pedersen and Jensen (2023), the expected impact of this strategy is reduced exposure to 

local risks and increased flexibility across locations. However, this strategy leads to increased 

management and coordination costs, and leads to differences in output and quality standards. 

Several evaluation tools for supplier selection have been proposed by Sarkis and Talluri (2002), of 

which the Total cost of ownership (TCO), Analytic hierarchy process (AHP), Fuzzy AHP and the Analytic 

network process (ANP) are described in Section 3.4. Comparisons between these tools are made, after 

which the AHP is selected in Section 3.4.6, as the supplier selection tool to be applied in this research. 

VDL ETG Almelo has stated that the focus of the research should not be on incorporating the most 

complex model. However, they prefer to see a capable model implemented with KPIs that are well 

chosen, based on the expert opinions of the relevant stakeholders, leading to AHP. 

Yücenur et al. (2011), Ishizaka (2014) and Sarkis and Talluri (2002) provide overviews of categories with 

KPIs for global supplier selection. Categories described in their work include the following: (Service) 

Quality, Cost, Risk Factors, Delivery, Flexibility, Culture, Technology, Relationship and Supplier’s 

Characteristics. These categories consist of KPIs, which are KPIs that are relevant for this research. 

Since these three overviews together form an extensive list of KPIs, they will not be elaborated on 

here, but can be found in Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 in Section 3.5.1. Company B (2023) 

illustrates Company B’s Business Continuity Management (BCM) System in Section 3.5.2 to ensure that 

Company B and its supply chain are adequately prepared for disruptive events. Recovery time 

objectives (RTOs) are proposed, which improve the global supply chain of Company B. This can be 

relevant for VDL ETG Almelo. 

In Chapter 0, AHP is used to develop a supplier selection tool for first time visits to potential suppliers, 

which consists of categories and KPIs, based on the outcome of literature research in this Chapter.  
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4. Supplier selection 
This chapter describes how the AHP supplier selection tool is developed, how it is applied in the 

research, what the steps are in the preparation phase before the data can be gathered and it answers 

the following question: 

How can suppliers of mechanical products in the mechanisation market segment in the Iberian 

Peninsula be selected? 

The supplier selection tool for first time supplier visits is developed in this Chapter. Section 4.1 

describes how the shortlist of suppliers (that are to be contacted for supplier visits) is developed, 

leading to a list of suppliers that are visited. To illustrate the development process of the supplier 

selection tool with the use of the AHP method, a part of the developed supplier selection tool is given 

below in Table 4. The orange blocks in the left column show categories of KPIs, with the KPIs per 

category being in the yellow blocks in the left column. The selection of these categories and KPIs is 

described in Section 4.2. The weights for these categories and KPIs are shown in the second-left 

column, and are elaborated on in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 explains how gathering of data with the use 

of supplier visits is executed in a verified and validated manner. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter. 

Table 4: Illustration developed supplier selection tool 

 

4.1 Longlist and shortlist of suppliers 
To determine what VDL Almelo is exactly looking for regarding capabilities of suppliers, interviews have 

been held with tactical purchasers of the Projects department. Also, contact has been made with a 

strategic purchaser from VDL ETG Eindhoven to investigate what they see as opportunities in the 

Iberian Peninsula and to determine what their requirements are.  

A longlist of potential suppliers in the Iberian Peninsula has been developed, with suppliers being 

identified via various methods. Some potential suppliers were selected, based on research executed 

by a former purchaser at VDL ETG Almelo in 2011, concerning potential suppliers in the Iberian 

Peninsula. In the same documentation, also a folder of the Hannover Messe in 2011 provided 

additional information about potential companies (Reliance, 2011). Next, access to a database 

concerning companies in various sectors was acquired by having a Teams meeting with a 

representative of Moody's (2023). In this database, specific search strings were used to find 

companies. An example is the usage of a certain annual turnover, in a certain sector, with a certain 
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minimum number of employees, etc. This database helped to search suppliers of mechanical products, 

with a certain minimal turnover in Spain and Portugal. 

A prerequisite in supplier selection is that the supplier facilitates cleanroom activities, since this part 

of the production process is a bottleneck in the current supplier base. With facilitated, it is meant that 

this is done in-house, or that the supplier has a partner (nearby) that is responsible for these cleanroom 

activities. These cleanroom activities involve surface treatment and cleaning which enable the product 

to be used in a cleanroom. A cleanroom is a controlled environment that filters pollutants like dust, 

airborne microbes and aerosol particles to provide the cleanest area possible (Angstrom Technology, 

2023). At VDL ETG Almelo, cleanrooms are classified into different classes depending on the number 

of particles allowed. Two cleanroom grades are considered (which are Company B standards), namely 

grade 2 and 4. Grade 4 allows more particles per cubic meter than grade 2. Regarding the suppliers, at 

least grade 4 is required. It can be assumed that the Company B grade 4 is the equivalent of ISO7, 

which is an international standard (Cleanliness expert VDL ETG Almelo, 2023).  

A Teams meeting with Malagon (2023) clarified the presence of a cluster of mechanical products in the 

Basque Country in the North of Spain. A Teams meeting with Egaña (2023) gave insight into some 

potentially relevant suppliers and described the probable lack of a cleanroom at a potential supplier. 

It was illustrated that mostly universities and technological centres, like Tekniker, had these facilities. 

Other potential suppliers were found by using Google in both English and Spanish. All these methods 

combined lead to a longlist of 56 potential suppliers, which can be found in Table 15 in Appendix A. 

To determine which suppliers of the longlist can be selected for the shortlist, the suppliers are graded 

binary on a couple of aspects that can be determined based on their website. These measurable 

aspects are determined together with the relevant stakeholders with a tactical purchasing function at 

the Projects department and can be seen below. 

• Capable of processing materials: (stainless) steel/aluminium/titanium (all required) 

• Fully automated machining stations (turning and milling) 

• Measurement equipment and tooling available (quality control department) 

• Capable of cylindrical or surface grinding 

• Small machine possible <1000&1000&1000mm 

• High mix low volume willingness & capabilities 

• Certification ISO 9001 or equivalent or achievable within one year 

• At least clean room ISO 7 facilitated (in-house or at an external partner) 

• Surface treatment possible i.e., NIP, anodizing 

• Temperature and humidity-controlled production environment 

• Enough capacity/turnover, can be based on Google Maps to get an impression 

• Customer segments 

• Other remarks, like site only in Spanish for example 

Together with the stakeholders from the Projects department, it has been determined that the first 

five criteria are hard requirements. The cleanroom is found to be relevant as well, however this is not 

present on websites of suppliers, as already indicated by Egaña (2023). For this reason, the hard 

requirement for the cleanroom is left out here. The longlist with scores on the first five criteria can be 

found in Table 15 in Appendix E. In total, 32 out of the 56 suppliers score a ‘Yes’ on all of these five 

criteria, which is shown in Table 16 in Appendix E. 

Then, the other KPIs are taken into account. The focus is laid on the capacity/turnover and other 

remarks. These other remarks take for example into account if the site is only in Spanish and the 
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location link leading to an odd location in Google Maps. In case a supplier is not found to be relevant 

enough, it is marked in red and the reason for it is given in the ‘Remarks’ column. The current state of 

the list of suppliers can be found in Table 17 and Table 18 in Appendix E. 23 suppliers out of the 32 

suppliers are left. 

At last, the location is taken into account. As can be seen in Figure 16 below, most suppliers are located 

in the Basque Country, which is around the number ‘15’ in the figure. Cantabria and Navarra are 

regions adjacent to Basque Country. Summarised, there is one supplier in Aragon, 14 in Basque 

Country, one in Cantabria, three in Catalonia, one in Galicia, one in Madrid, one in Navarra and one in 

Portugal. The locations that are far away from the cluster and not completely relevant are one of the 

three in Catalonia, the one in Madrid and the one in Portugal. The other two in Catalonia are relevant 

enough (even though the distance to the other suppliers is longer). These three suppliers are excluded 

from the list, which leads to the shortlist of potential suppliers, consisting of 20 suppliers in total. The 

final shortlist can be found in Table 19 in Appendix E. Future research can alter the location scope of 

the suppliers. 

 

Figure 16: Location potential suppliers 
(Source: (Sourcemap, 2018)) 

 

4.2 KPIs with boundary values 
First, categories of KPIs are determined here, after which more specific KPIs are clustered under these 

categories. Literature has given insight into relevant categories of KPIs which are essential in the 

supplier selection process. As described in Section 3.6, the most common categories of KPIs found in 

literature are (Service) Quality, Cost, Risk Factors, Delivery, Flexibility, Culture, Technology, 

Relationship and Supplier’s Characteristics. Some of these categories are already present in the 

supplier selection tool that VDL ETG Almelo has in place (but which is not being used). The categories 

of KPIs are taken into account and are discussed with the relevant stakeholders of the Projects 

department. With their expert opinions, the previously mentioned collection of categories has been 

adjusted slightly into a set of eight categories of KPIs. These are General, Quality, Logistics, Technology, 

Cost, Service, Sustainability and Resilience. The Resilience category takes into account the four main 
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drivers of resilience, which are redundancy, flexibility, transparency and agility. The basis for this 

category is the Supply Chain Resilience QuickScan (2023). 

A second session with the stakeholders of the Projects department functioned for determining the 

more specific KPIs per category, which the stakeholders find relevant for a first time visit to a potential 

supplier. The panel of the stakeholders consisted of four employees with a tactical purchasing function, 

with extensive experience in this field. In total, 30 KPIs have been determined which are to be graded 

at a potential supplier. In addition to that, four KPIs have been determined to provide more 

information about the company but without receiving a grade for that specific KPI. The categories of 

the KPIs (in orange) made up of the specific KPIs (in yellow) can be found in Table 20 in Appendix E. 

To make sure that the supplier selection process is executed in an objective manner, the range in scores 

is determined where applicable. To give an example, the determination of range in scores for delivery 

performance for orders placed according to agreed lead time is given here. This is based on integer 

values. If required, values are rounded up or down accordingly. <80% = score 1, 80-85% = score 2, 86-

94% = score 3, 95-99% = score 4, 100% = score 5. Where applicable, the KPIs have received these kind 

of range in scores. This has been done together with the relevant stakeholders of the Projects 

department. All these ranges in scores per KPI are given in Table 21 and Table 22 in Appendix E.  

4.3 Weight distribution of KPIs 
The weights of the categories of the KPIs and specific KPIs per category have been determined with 

the use of the AHP pairwise comparison. All four relevant stakeholders of the Projects department 

have filled in the pairwise comparison matrix. The cells in green require to be filled in, the cells in red 

will fill itself automatically. In here, their intensity of importance of KPI A in favour of KPI B is filled in, 

and so forth. The fundamental scale of absolute numbers of Saaty (2004) is used for this and is given 

below in Figure 17. In the pairwise comparison matrix, the KPI on the horizontal level is compared to 

the KPI on the vertical level. The process of the weight determination by the AHP pairwise comparison 

method is described and shown in this section. The four individual pairwise comparison matrices of 

the stakeholders are combined, and the average values are taken, which can be seen in Table 5 below. 

With these values, the rest of the computations are executed. 

 

Figure 17: The Fundamental scale of absolute numbers 
(Source: (Saaty, 2004)) 
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Table 5: Pairwise comparison matrix average values 

 

To illustrate how to read this matrix, the following example is given. When ‘General’ is taken on the 

horizontal level and ‘Quality’ on the vertical level, a value of 1.369 can be read. This means that 

‘General’ is considered 1.369 times more important than ‘Quality’ when selecting a new supplier, 

according to the four stakeholders. These scales can range from a value of 1/9 (when the vertical level 

is considered more important than the horizontal level) to a value of 9. This means that ‘General’ and 

‘Quality’ are considered roughly as important as the other. However, when looking at ‘Quality’ 

compared to ‘Sustainability’, a value of 7 can be read in Table 5. This means that ‘Quality’ is favoured 

very strongly over ‘Sustainability’. When analysing the table, it can be seen that ‘Quality’ is favoured 

quite strongly over almost all other categories, except for ‘General’. Also, ‘General’, ‘Logistics’ and 

‘Technology’ are often favoured over the other remaining categories, which are ‘Cost’, ‘Service’, 

Sustainability’ and ‘Resilience’. ‘Sustainability’ scores the worst, with its pairwise comparison values 

being around 0.20. 

Next, the pairwise comparison matrix is normalised, leading to the normalised pairwise comparison 

matrix with the criteria weights in Table 6 below. To illustrate, an example is given. A value of 0.175 

can be seen in the top left corner of the matrix in Table 6. This is calculated by dividing the value in 

that location in Table 5 by the sum of the column of that location in Table 5. Thus, 1.000 / 

(1.000+0.730+0.894+1.185+0.320+0.733+0.279+0.571) is 0.175. This procedure is executed for all 

values. When taking the average of all values per row, the criteria weights for the categories of the 

KPIs are obtained.  
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Table 6: Normalised pairwise comparison matrix 

 

To validate if the pairwise comparison matrix has been filled in correctly with regards to consistency, 

the steps of the AHP method are executed to be able to verify this and to obtain the consistency ratio. 

These steps are described below. For example, this means that if A is more important than B, with B 

being more important than C, it would be inconsistent if C is considered more important than A. 

According to Saaty (2004), inconsistency must be at most one order of magnitude less important than 

consistency, or simply at most 10% of the total concern with consistent measurement. As a result, a 

consistency ratio exceeding 0.10 is considered too large and solutions must be found to adapt the 

matrix in such a way that the measurements become sufficiently consistent. 

First, a matrix for the weighted value calculation is calculated. In here, the value of a specific cell in 

Table 5 is multiplied by the value of that cell in Table 6. These values are added per row and then 

divided by the criteria weight of that row in Table 6. This matrix can be seen in Table 7 below. The 

values that are used for the next part of the calculation are in the last column.  
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Table 7: Weighted value calculation 

 

The final steps for the calculation are shown in Table 9 below. λ𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the average of the values in the 

last column of Table 7. 𝑛 gives the number of KPIs that are compared, which is relevant for the value 

of the Random Index (RI) (Saaty, 2004). The value of the RI depends on 𝑛, as can be seen in Table 8 

below. The Consistency Index (CI) is calculated in the following way: 

𝐶𝐼 =  
𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑛

𝑛 − 1
 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝐶𝑅) =  
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 

When the CR is less than or equal to 0.10, the pairwise comparison matrix is found to be consistent. If 

this is not the case, the pairwise comparison matrix is inconsistent. Since the CR in Table 9 is 0.078, the 

average pairwise comparison matrix is consistent.  

Table 8: Random index 
(Source: (Saaty, 2004)) 
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Table 9: Consistency ratio calculation 

 

The second step is applying the pairwise comparison method for the categories of KPIs that contain 

multiple KPIs. This means that this method is not applied to the categories ‘Cost’ and ‘Sustainability’. 

The four stakeholders filled in the pairwise comparison matrices for the specific KPIs of the six 

remaining categories. These pairwise comparison matrices are averaged in the same way as previously 

described. Also, the computations are executed in the same manner. The averaged pairwise 

comparison matrices, the criteria weights, together with its conclusions regarding consistency, are 

given in Table 23, Table 24, Table 25, Table 26, Table 27 and Table 28 in Appendix E for each of these 

six categories. The normalised pairwise comparison matrix and the weighted value calculation are not 

given, as the procedure is the same as previously described. The conclusion regarding the consistency 

ratios is given below in Table 10. 

Table 10: Conclusion CR 

 

The CR for ‘Service’ is more than 0.10, resulting in receiving the red colour due to its inconsistency. 

This is caused by one of the stakeholder’s individual pairwise comparison matrix. The consistency ratio 

of that individual matrix is more than 0.216. The other categories are all found to be consistent, as 

indicated by the green colour. Saaty (2004) states the following concerning inconsistencies: 

“If the C.R. is larger than desired, we do three things: 1) Find the most inconsistent judgment in the 

matrix, 2) Determine the range of values to which that judgment can be changed corresponding to 

which the inconsistency would be improved, 3) Ask the decision maker to consider, if he can, changing 

his judgment to a plausible value in that range.” 

The steps above have been applied and two pairwise comparisons made by that specific stakeholders 

have been altered slightly within the range. As a result, the consistency ratio of that specific matrix is 

found to be consistent, just like the consistency ratio of the average of the pairwise comparison 

Category
Consistency 

ratio

GENERAL 0.031

QUALITY 0.012

LOGISTICS 0.011

TECHNOLOGY 0.005

SERVICE 0.111

RESILIENCE 0.035
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matrices. The updated matrix with its underlying conclusion is given in Table 29 in Appendix E. The 

updated version of Table 10 is given below in Table 13, showing all green conclusions. 

Table 11: Updated conclusion CR 

 

The eventual criteria weights for the specific KPIs are calculated by multiplying the weight of that 

category by the weight of the specific KPI. So, the value in Table 6 is multiplied by the specific value in 

Table 23, Table 24, Table 25, Table 26, Table 28 or Table 29. To illustrate, the weight calculation of the 

specific KPI ‘Management commitment for doing business with VDL (ETG)’ is shown. This is 0.1581 * 

0.394 = 0.0622. The final weights for the specific KPIs can be found in Table 30 in Appendix E. 

Combining the categories and KPIs, with their specific determination in range of scores, and their 

weights, leads to the supplier selection tool in Table 12 below. 

  

Category
Consistency 

ratio

GENERAL 0.031

QUALITY 0.012

LOGISTICS 0.011

TECHNOLOGY 0.005

SERVICE 0.090

RESILIENCE 0.035
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Table 12: Supplier selection tool 
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4.4 Gathering of verified and validated data 
Before the company visits in Spain, two already existing mechanical suppliers in the Netherlands have 

been visited to verify the applicability of the determined KPIs. This was done together with two 

stakeholders from the Projects department. They gave insights into relevant aspects to look at during 

a visit of a potential supplier. Also, they showed which questions are useful to ask. After this, the 

researchers knew which questions had to be asked to grade a KPI effectively, which is used during the 

company visits in Spain. The determined KPIs proved to be the correct set of KPIs, as all relevant aspects 

during the visit of the reference suppliers were covered. 

In total, ten potential suppliers, a cleanroom and a laboratory are visited during the data collection 

period in Spain. Their location is given below in Figure 18. From this figure, the presence of a cluster of 

mechanical suppliers in the Basque Country in the North of Spain can easily be noticed. This proves the 

feeling of an existence of such a cluster, as indicated by the Purchasing Manager of the Projects 

department in Section 1.3.2. The supplier selection tool which is described in Section 4.2 and Section 

4.3, is used during the visits of the potential suppliers. Interviews have been conducted with the 

suppliers during the visit. Also, the production facilities and the offices have been visited to get a feeling 

for, amongst others, the production capabilities, cleanliness of the production plant, the company 

atmosphere and the level of English of various employees. Data for filling in the supplier selection tool 

is gathered during the visit. If certain aspects for filling in the tool were unclear or absent during the 

visit, information about these aspects is acquired via email after the visit. The visits have been done 

together with a colleague graduate student. After a visit, the supplier selection tool is filled in 

separately. After having done this, all given scores plus argumentation are discussed to verify that both 

researchers are on the same page. Next, consensus about the given scores is to be reached. This proves 

helpful, since benchmarking can be done by two researchers. The data is validated in this way, so the 

given scores give an accurate representation of the suppliers. 

 

Figure 18: Location visited companies 
(Source: (Sourcemap, 2018)) 

 

After the trip, the first findings were presented to all of the relevant stakeholders, which are the four 

employees with a tactical purchasing function at the Projects department, the Purchasing Manager of 

the Projects department and the Purchasing Director. The feedback was positive, indicating that the 

suppliers seem appropriate in terms of their capabilities (for example, the type and number of 

machines capable of high-precision machining, raw materials, cleanliness). In this way, it proved the 
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usefulness of the research and the company visits. It emphasized that the steps taken in this research 

are the correct ones. Also, it proved that the data is gathered in a feasible way, because the given 

scores in the supplier selection tool immediately indicate why a certain score has been awarded. The 

results of the company visits are discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.5 Conclusion 
Section 4.1 describes the process of going from the longlist of potential suppliers (56 suppliers) to the 

shortlist of potential suppliers (20 suppliers). These suppliers are graded on certain KPIs that can be 

found on their websites, which are graded binary. The most important ones are: ‘Capable of processing 

materials: (stainless) steel/aluminium/titanium’, ‘Fully automated machining stations (turning and 

milling)’, ‘Measurement equipment and tooling (quality control department) present’, ‘Capable of 

cylindrical or surface grinding’ and ‘Small machine possible <1000&1000&1000mm’. Secondly, the 

capacity, other remarks (like the website being only in Spanish) and the location of the facility are taken 

into account.  

The categories with specific KPIs are determined in Section 4.2. Combining literature with the opinions 

of the stakeholders leads to eight categories, consisting of in total 30 KPIs. These categories are 

General, Quality, Logistics, Technology, Cost, Service, Sustainability and Resilience. The range in scores 

per KPI is determined in another feedback session with the stakeholders. In this way, suppliers can be 

graded objectively. 

The weights for the categories and their specific KPIs are determined in Section 4.3. The consistency 

ratio of the categories and their KPIs has been calculated. All categories, except for the Service 

category, were found to be consistent. The pairwise comparison matrix of the Service category is 

adjusted slightly, according to the AHP method of Saaty (2004), in order to provide a consistent 

pairwise comparison matrix for all categories. 

The range in scores of the KPIs is determined together with the relevant stakeholders, in order to grade 

KPIs objectively. Combining the categories and KPIs, with their specific determination in range of 

scores, and their weights, leads to the supplier selection tool in Table 12 in Section 4.3. When doing 

the field research and getting the data from the company visits, the supplier selection tool has been 

filled in individually by both a colleague graduate student and the researcher. Afterwards, the scores 

plus motivation are compared and consensus is reached, enabling the benchmarking of suppliers. This 

data validation process is described in Section 4.4. Chapter 5 discusses the results of the supplier visits. 
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5. Results 
This chapter focuses on the results of the research. First, the scores of the potential suppliers are given 

in Section 5.1.1, then the Spanish supply chain of mechanical products which require cleanroom 

cleaning + packaging is described in Section 5.1.2. An overview of the potential supply chain in the 

Iberian Peninsula is given in Section 5.1.3. Section 5.2 illustrates the importance of the establishment 

of long-term partnerships for potential suppliers. Finally, Section 5.3 answers the following research 

question:  

How can the solution method be implemented and evaluated? 

5.1 Results of field research 
Since the field research consisted of both supplier visits, as well as visits to a cleanroom and laboratory, 

this section is divided into two subsections, with its conclusion being given in the third subsection. The 

supplier visits are elaborated on in Section 5.1.1, whereas the cleanroom and laboratory are 

elaborated on in Section 5.1.2. The second subsection describes the whole supply chain in Spain of 

high precision mechanical products that require cleanroom activities. An overview of the potential 

supply chain in the Iberian Peninsula is given in Section 5.1.3. 

5.1.1 Suppliers 
The suppliers that have been visited are graded with the use of the supplier selection tool, which is 

developed in Chapter 0. At the beginning of a company visit, company presentations were given by 

both companies (so the supplier and VDL ETG Almelo). During the company visit, the production 

facilities have been visited and questions have been asked to the relevant people there. People on the 

work floor explained how they work, and illustrated for example how tools are calibrated and who is 

responsible for determining the correct machine settings when producing a mechanical part. After 

having visited the production facilities, the remainder of the questions were asked which were not yet 

answered in the earlier company presentations or during the production facilities visit. Some questions 

required some additional information and illustration. As a result, these questions were posed via 

email after the company visit. When all information was gathered, a supplier could receive a final score. 

The findings of all the suppliers can be found in Table 31, Table 32, Table 33, Table 34, Table 35, Table 

36, Table 37, Table 38, Table 39 and Table 40 in Appendix F.  

To summarize the findings, Table 13 is given below. In here, the absolute scores of the categories can 

be seen. The last row gives the final score per supplier. The best scoring supplier is Supplier G (score 

4.51), after that Supplier J (score 4.22) and the third best supplier is Supplier C (score 4.09). Supplier F 

(score 4.06) is close to Supplier C, this is caused by the high potential of Supplier F due to its growth 

plans. Since Supplier F is in the middle of a moving process of one facility to the other, they are not 

ready yet to be a consistent supplier of VDL ETG Almelo. When their moving process is finished, they 

could be. For this reason, the focus is laid on the top three of potential suppliers. They are elaborated 

on below. Supplier D has received a significantly lower score, because this supplier apparently has a 

different focus area than expected. The focus area of Supplier D is investment casting and metal 

injection moulding. They also have a machining department, but this is only used for the finishing of 

the parts made by these processes. Supplier A, Supplier H and Supplier I did not respond to the 

questions on the email anymore, which is why they have received scores of 1 on KPIs that had not been 

graded yet and for which extra information was required. For this reason, these companies score quite 

low as well. 
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Table 13: Absolute scores categories KPIs 

 

Since each category has a different weight, the relative scores of the categories are given in Table 14 

below. This gives a better indication of the performance of a supplier in terms of the categories, relative 

to the maximum possible score per category. Suppliers can also be compared more clearly in this way. 

Table 14: Relative scores categories KPIs 

 

To illustrate how well suppliers perform relatively with regards to the categories of KPIs, Figure 19 is 

given below. Here, it can be seen how well suppliers perform compared to each other, per category. 

 

Figure 19: Spider chart relative scores 

It can be seen that Supplier G scores the highest on almost all categories, except for sustainability and 

resilience. Since these categories are not found to be particularly important according to the 

stakeholders of the Projects department, this does not influence the score of Supplier G significantly. 
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What is also interesting, is that at least one out of the ten suppliers almost reaches the maximum score 

per category, except for ‘Technology’, where the maximum acquired score of all suppliers ‘only’ is 

around 80%. Only Supplier G scores relatively high on this category compared to the other suppliers, 

with the other suppliers scoring almost 20% less. This emphasises the technological competences of 

Supplier G (next to the other competences of Supplier G of course). Figure 20 provides the spider charts 

of the suppliers, per category. The charts provide a clear insight into suppliers performing quite 

differently on the categories Logistics, Cost, Service and Sustainability, whereas the other categories 

more or less show a coherent circle (compared to the odd shapes). 

 

Figure 20: Overview relative scores suppliers per category 
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To illustrate why Supplier G, Supplier J and Supplier C have received such high scores, the main findings 

from the visits, together with the machine lists and pictures of example products, are illustrated in 

Appendix G. Since the argumentation for each comment is given in Appendix G, the focus here is laid 

on the most important aspects and they are thus summarised shortly.  

Supplier G, Supplier J and Supplier C are all capable of high precision machining. They have Japanese 

machines that are top of the class, with high accuracy. Technical drawings of example products of VDL 

ETG Almelo have been shown to them and these suppliers all mentioned that they are capable of 

producing these products (of which some have difficult mechanical requirements). For Supplier G, the 

accuracy of their machining is up to five microns, calibration is up to two microns. For Supplier J, the 

accuracy of turning is up to three microns, for milling five microns. For Supplier C, the accuracy of 

milling is up to four microns, for the turning machines this is eight microns. Supplier G has ISO class 8 

cleanrooms in house, whereas Supplier J has space available for a cleanroom, which they want to have 

operational in 2025. All three suppliers have experience in relevant comparable sectors, like medical 

and aerospace. Also, small batch sizes are possible. Next, shoebox sized products are their focus area. 

Capacity is available at all suppliers, in terms of planned capacity at machines, available manpower and 

space to grow. 

5.1.2 Cleanroom and laboratory 
Cleaning company A is a cleanroom partner of suppliers that have been visited. This company is also 

in contact with VDL ETG Eindhoven, which is a sister company of VDL ETG Almelo. In Spain, a cleanroom 

is often called a white room due to the lack of certification (OnePointe Solutions, 2023). 

This cleanroom partner has been visited in order to see the cleaning process in Spain and to understand 

how the supply chain regarding cleaning and packaging of mechanical products functions. Also, its 

cleanliness, processes and protocols are taken into account regarding the requirements from VDL ETG 

Almelo. Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23 below illustrate the cleanroom present and the cleaning 

system that is located in the cleanroom. 

When products arrive at the cleanroom company to be treated, first they are cleaned by degreasing of 

contaminants in metal surface parts and components of all kinds. Secondly, they are cleaned by the 

water-based precision ultrasonic cleaning system which can be seen in Figure 21. Products are placed 

into metallic baskets (which can be seen in the front in Figure 21). These baskets are then placed into 

the machine where multiple filters are present. These filters are selected according to the 

requirements of the customer. For example, if a customer requires a very thorough cleaning process, 

the most precise filters are placed in the machine. The baskets with products pass through three water 

baths with filters. After having received treatment in this machine, products are dried and packaged in 

the cleanroom which can be seen in Figure 23. The recognizable pink bags are used for this. The 

products are also vacuumed in here. Also, the company is certified according to the ISO 9001:2015 

standard. 
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Figure 21: Water-based precision ultrasonic cleaning system 

 

Figure 22: Cleanroom 

 

Figure 23: Packaging in cleanroom 
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During the visit, it became clear that this cleanroom partner is not officially certified regarding the ISO 

norms for cleanliness. Apparently, the system functions differently in Spain compared to the 

Netherlands. The cleanroom partner indicated that a laboratory exists in Barcelona (in Spain) that 

verifies if the cleaning process has been executed correctly by cleaning companies and thus if not too 

much (large) particles are present on the cleaned products. The name of this laboratory is Laboratory 

A. This laboratory is also visited by the researchers and is elaborated on here. 

In order to certify cleaning, Laboratory A has a laboratory with a clean room accredited according to 

ISO 14644 – Class 8, with independent areas to carry out the extraction and analysis processes of the 

filters according to VDA 19.1 / ISO 16232. Since the certification of ISO Class 7 is expensive and not 

required by their customers, they do not have this certification officially. Still, they work according to 

the requirements of ISO Class 7. In this way, products cannot be contaminated internally at Laboratory 

A, thus in case a product is contaminated, it must have happened at the external company. In addition 

to gravimetric and particle counting/classification analysis performed by light microscopy, the 

laboratory is equipped with an EDX SEM electron microscope. This equipment allows the analysis of 

the chemical composition of the particles, being especially useful to establish the origin of the 

contamination of the analysed components. This step is mostly executed if the product cleanliness is 

declined in the first test. The results of the second test can help to improve a specific step in the 

production process in terms of cleanliness and contamination. For VDL ETG Almelo, this certainly is a 

useful piece of equipment for a laboratory to possess. 

Laboratory A is an official licensee of VDA QMC since 2014 and is the only official trainer in the VDA 

19.1 and VDA 19.2 standards in Spain. Laboratory A has been asked if Cleaning company A generally 

meets all cleaning requirements and this has been confirmed by Laboratory A. Laboratory A has stated 

that Cleaning company A is the most capable cleaning company in Spain that they know. Since 

Laboratory A is the only official credited company in Spain for this process, they are essential for the 

potential global supply chain of mechanical products in Spain.  

5.1.3 Overview potential supply chain Iberian Peninsula 
All relevant companies related to MEC-02 products in the Iberian Peninsula are illustrated in the map 

in Figure 24 below. Currently, there is one supplier of the MEC-02 products commodity, located in 

Lisbon, Portugal (blue circle). Based on the outcome of the analysis, three suppliers are advised to 

cooperate with in this research (red circles). Next, Supplier F and Supplier K (yellow circle) are suppliers 

which have potential in the future. Supplier F has potential, because they have all relevant machines 

and quality control systems, but they are currently in the process of merging facilities. Supplier K has 

potential, because it seems that they are capable of producing high precision parts, despite the 

researchers not being able to visit them due to a tight schedule. The cleanroom (purple circle) is located 

in Basque Country, with the laboratory in Barcelona (green circle) checking products of some 

production batches to verify if the cleaning process has been executed as required. 

As can be seen in the map, the location of the cleanroom is positioned relatively close to most of the 

companies in the Iberian Peninsula. Cleaning company A has capacity left and is open to becoming a 

main cleaning partner for suppliers that deliver to VDL ETG Almelo. Since the cleanroom has a 

favourable location, the lead time can be reduced in case of rejects. Visited suppliers are willing to take 

responsibility of the process regarding cleaning of the products. During the company visits, it became 

clear that an extensive cluster of facilitated surface treatment activities is present in Basque Country. 

Products that require surface treatment and cleaning in a cleanroom can thus be accommodated in 

this combined cluster. 
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A rough calculation of 20% of potential spend at the three advised suppliers combined leads to a yearly 

spend of €4.62 million, given the current annual turnover figures.  

 

Figure 24: Partners in the supply chain on the Iberian Peninsula 

5.2 Establishment of long-term partnerships 
During the interviews with the suppliers, the question was posed what the supplier needs from VDL 

ETG Almelo and how they see a potential cooperation. What is interesting, is that almost all suppliers 

gave the same answer. Summarised, it entails the focus on a partnership, not a traditional buyer-

supplier relationship. They want a win-win relationship that lasts for at least a longer period of time. 

The suppliers that have been around for some time have partnerships with their customers that last 

already for more than 40 to 50 years. To achieve this long-term partnership, the suppliers want to start 

slowly. In this way, they can get acquainted with the requirements of VDL ETG Almelo and get to know 

each other. VDL ETG Almelo has the same approach to starting a partnership (Purchasing Manager 

Projects Department, 2023). 

When the basis is laid for the partnership, and VDL ETG Almelo and the supplier are on the same page 

with regards to, for instance, technical requirements, the focus is laid on extending the partnership to 

a stable partnership. Most suppliers do not want to rely too much on one customer (as does VDL ETG 

Almelo vice versa), so the growth can be realised to a level of approximately 20% of the supplier’s 

yearly turnover. However, the supplier can grow with the growth plans of VDL ETG Almelo, as capacity 

is available at suppliers. This is both in terms of planned capacity at machines, as well as the available 

space to realise more machines and/or cleanroom facilities. 
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It is important for VDL ETG Almelo to realise how they see potential suppliers of the MEC-02 

commodity. For this reason, the Kraljic matrix of Kraljic (1983) is given in Figure 25 below. According 

to the Purchasing Manager of the Projects department, the strategic importance is high. This is not 

caused by the strategic importance of one part, but by the difficulty and number of products in the 

package of MEC-02 commodity products, leading to a high (financial) volume purchased. For this 

commodity, the supply risk is low. As can be seen already during the company visits, multiple suitable 

and capable suppliers have been found in the area that has been visited. Probably, more suitable 

suppliers are available, but their existence is (still) unknown. This leads to the leverage categories in 

the Kraljic matrix, meaning the exploitation of full purchasing power at suppliers by VDL ETG Almelo.  

 

 

Figure 25: Kraljic matrix 
(Source: (Kraljic, 1983)) 

 

To illustrate how the potential suppliers see VDL ETG Almelo as a potential customer, the Dutch 

Windmill model is given in Figure 26 below. In here, the purchaser-seller interdependence can be 

analysed. The potential suppliers that responded well and on time see VDL ETG Almelo as an essential 

sales item (Core) when the partnership is stable. This can be illustrated by the description just given 

concerning the desire for long-term partnerships. According to the matrix in Figure 26, this is a sound 

position in which the own profit of VDL ETG Almelo can be improved. This confirms that VDL ETG 

Almelo indeed is in an advantageous position in the market. The nuisance items in the top left corner 

can be the three suppliers that do not respond anymore after the company visits, where there is a 

mismatch apparently. As a result, the supplier is changed (or in this case, not selected for a 

partnership). 
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Figure 26: Dutch Windmill model 
(Source: (Van Weele, 2018)) 

 

5.3 Conclusion 
The results of the research are given in this chapter. Section 5.1.1 gives the absolute and relative scores 

of the suppliers. The top three of the suppliers are Supplier G (score 4.51), Supplier J (4.22) and Supplier 

C (4.09). The maximum score to be acquired is 5.00. Supplier F also scores high with a score of 4.06. 

Since this company is in the middle of a merger process from two facility locations into one, they are 

not ready now to do business with VDL ETG Almelo. However, Supplier F could be ready after this 

merger. Supplier D has received a significantly lower score, because this supplier apparently has a 

different focus area than expected, which is investment casting and metal injection moulding. Supplier 

A, Supplier H and Supplier I did not respond accordingly to the questions on the email anymore, which 

is why they have received scores of 1 on KPIs that had not been graded yet and for which extra 

information was required. For this reason, these companies score quite low as well. To illustrate how 

well suppliers perform relatively with regards to the categories of KPIs, Figure 19 is given in Section 

5.1.1. Here, it can be seen how well suppliers perform compared to each other. 

Supplier G scores the highest on almost all categories, except for Sustainability and Resilience. Since 

these categories are not found to be particularly important according to the stakeholders of the 

Projects department, this does not influence the score of Supplier G significantly. Furthermore, only 

Supplier G scores relatively high on the category Technology, compared to the other suppliers, with 

the other suppliers scoring almost 20% less. This emphasises the technological competences of 

Supplier G. 

Supplier G, Supplier J and Supplier C are all capable of high precision machining, because they have 

Japanese machines that are top of the class, with high accuracy. Examples of technical product 

drawings containing difficult mechanical requirements have been shown to them and these suppliers 

all mentioned that they are capable of producing these products. Supplier G has ISO class 8 cleanrooms 

in house, whereas Supplier J has space available for a cleanroom, which they want to have operational 

in 2025. All three suppliers have experience in relevant comparable sectors, like medical and 
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aerospace. Also, small batch sizes of shoebox sized products are possible. Capacity is available at all 

suppliers, in terms of planned capacity at machines, available manpower and space to grow. 

The cleanroom of Cleaning company A and the laboratory of Laboratory A to check the cleaning process 

have been visited, with their capabilities illustrated in Section 5.1.2. Cleaning company A uses a water-

based precision ultrasonic cleaning system to clean mechanical products. Cleaning company A is not 

officially credited according to the ISO Class 7 norms, but to the ISO Class 8 norms (Class 8 has less 

requirements than Class 7). Laboratory A verifies if the cleaning process has been executed correctly 

by cleaning companies and thus if not too much (large) particles are present on the cleaned products. 

Since the certification of ISO Class 7 is expensive and not required by the customers of Laboratory A, 

they do not have this certification officially. Still, they work according to the requirements of ISO Class 

7, to exclude possible contamination of products at Laboratory A. 

Figure 24 in Section 5.1.3 illustrates the potential supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo in the Iberian 

Peninsula, with the locations of all relevant companies. 20% of the combined yearly turnover of the 

three advised suppliers account for €4.62 million yearly spend now, given the current figures.  

During the company visits, all potential suppliers described what they would require from VDL ETG 

Almelo as a new customer and how they see a potential cooperation. The findings are summarised in 

Section 5.2. The recurring aspect is the establishment of a long-term win-win relationship, which is to 

be started slowly. Section 5.2 also gives the position of VDL ETG Almelo with regards to the Dutch 

Windmill model. VDL ETG Almelo is in a sound position, according to the model of Van Weele (2018) 

in which the own profit can be improved. This is a relevant aspect to be kept in mind when 

consolidating the partnerships with the potential suppliers. 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations 
Within this thesis, a supplier selection tool has been developed specifically for visits to potential 

suppliers and it has been applied during the field research in the Iberian Peninsula. Potential suppliers, 

a cleanroom and a laboratory have been visited in Spain. Section 6.1 gives the conclusions of the 

research. The recommendations are given in Section 6.2. The theoretical and practical contributions 

of the research are described in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 provides the limitations of the research and 

recommendations for future research are given in Section 6.5. 

6.1 Conclusions 
The main research question to be answered in this thesis is: 

How can VDL ETG Almelo make a well thought decision on which suppliers to select for sourcing 

mechanical products in the mechanisation market segment from the Iberian Peninsula? 

Various steps have been taken to get to the answer to this question. A supplier selection tool has been 

developed for first time company visits, with feedback from the relevant stakeholders of the Projects 

department. Findings from literature, combined with feedback sessions with the stakeholders, have 

determined the eight categories of KPIs in the tool, together with the underlying 30 KPIs in total. These 

categories are General, Quality, Logistics, Technology, Cost, Service, Sustainability and Resilience. The 

range in scores of the KPIs has been determined in a feedback session with the relevant stakeholders, 

in order to grade the suppliers objectively. The weights of these KPIs have been determined by using 

pairwise comparisons according to the AHP method, executed by the four employees with a tactical 

purchasing function at the Projects department. The consistency ratios of the pairwise comparisons 

matrices have been calculated, to verify if the pairwise comparison process has been executed 

accordingly. The supplier selection tool has been verified by two reference supplier visits in the 

Netherlands. Combining the categories and the KPIs, the determination of the range in scores of the 

KPIs and the weights of the KPIs, leads to the complete supplier selection tool can be found in the 

Management summary. The supplier selection tool gives insight into the scores and functioning of 

suppliers, per category. This indicates which suppliers to select, based on the total score and the score 

per specific category. 

First, a longlist of 56 suppliers has been developed. Of this list, 20 suppliers have been selected for the 

shortlist, which have been contacted in the research. In total, ten suppliers, a clean room and a 

laboratory have been visited by a colleague graduation student and the researcher. These suppliers 

have been graded with the use of the supplier selection tool. Both people filled in the supplier selection 

tool, after which the results were discussed together and consensus was to be reached. This method 

also enabled the benchmarking of suppliers. 

The top three consists of the following suppliers: Supplier G (score 4.51), Supplier J (4.22) and Supplier 

C (4.09). The maximum score that could have been acquired is 5.00. Supplier F (score 4.06) has 

potential but is currently in a facility moving process and does not have all focus on new customers at 

the moment. Supplier D has received a significantly lower score, because this supplier apparently has 

a different focus area than expected, which is investment casting and metal injection moulding. 

Supplier A, Supplier H and Supplier I did not respond (sufficiently well) to questions that have been 

posed to them via email after the company visits. KPIs that did not have a grade yet, received a grade 

of 1. For this reason, these three suppliers score quite poorly. Figure 19 and Figure 20 in Section 5.1.1 

provide spider charts to illustrate the functioning of suppliers per category, helping to make thoughtful 

decisions on which suppliers to select. 
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Supplier G, Supplier J and Supplier C are all capable of high precision machining, because they have 

Japanese machines that are top of the class, with high accuracy. Examples of technical product 

drawings containing difficult mechanical requirements have been shown to them and these suppliers 

all mentioned that they are capable of producing these products. Supplier G has ISO class 8 cleanrooms 

in house, whereas Supplier J has space available for a cleanroom, which they want to have operational 

in 2025. All three suppliers have experience in relevant comparable sectors, like medical and 

aerospace. Also, small batch sizes of shoebox sized products are possible. Capacity is available at all 

suppliers, in terms of planned capacity at machines, available manpower and space to grow. The filled 

in supplier selection tools per supplier can be found in Appendix F, providing more information. 

20% of the combined yearly turnover of the three advised suppliers accounts for €4.62 million yearly 

spend now, given the current figures. However, these suppliers can grow with the growth plans of VDL 

ETG Almelo, as capacity is available at suppliers. This is both in terms of planned capacity at machines, 

as well as the available space to realise more machines and/or cleanroom facilities. These figures, 

combined with the yearly spend of the already existing supplier of MEC-02 products in Portugal, would 

lead to a yearly spend of €5.52 million at the moment. However, this does not take into account the 

increase of the total yearly turnover of suppliers, if VDL ETG Almelo is added to their customer base. 

Since these suppliers have capacity left, have space left for investing in new machines and cleanroom 

facilities, are very eager to do business with VDL ETG Almelo and have manpower available, it is 

expected that their yearly turnover will increase as well. Also, the cleanroom of Cleaning company A is 

willing to investigate the cleanliness requirements of VDL ETG Almelo and to become the main 

cleanroom facility in the Iberian Peninsula. This company also has capacity left over and is willing to do 

business. The capabilities of the cleanroom in the Basque Country and the laboratory in Barcelona 

seem to be sufficient enough to cope with the requirements of VDL ETG Almelo, according to 

stakeholders of the Projects department. When the foundation for the supply chain in the Iberian 

Peninsula is developed, the required growth of VDL ETG Almelo can be realised: 

Purchasing value of €10-15 million yearly in Iberian Peninsula is targeted, with current value being 

€0.9 million 

Assuming that the three Spanish suppliers and the Portuguese supplier increase their yearly turnover 

with 20%, due to the increase in total demand by VDL ETG Almelo, and taking 20% of the total yearly 

turnover of suppliers, a spend of €6.62 million can be realised. Adding Supplier F in the supply chain in 

the future, brings the total spend (with the same method) to €9.30 million. This does not take into 

account the potential of other suppliers in the Iberian Peninsula. The described supply chain in the 

Iberian Peninsula does have potential to reach enough purchasing value, leading to a steady supply 

chain of MEC-02 products in the Iberian Peninsula and fulfilling the increase in demand by 2027.  

The literature review has illustrated advantages of diversifying the supplier base nearby. When 

expanding the supplier base, it is beneficial to acquire preferred customer status with a supplier if the 

supplier offers the customer preferential resource allocation, for example better access to its valuable 

products or services than it offers to other customers (Schiele, 2019). Introducing new suppliers into 

the supply base, even if not awarded with a contract, may lead to better offers by the established 

bidders (Gnyawali & Madhavan, 2001). The forward use of suppliers from cost-competitive countries 

has been driven in this research. This can potentially lead to cost savings for the organisation and thus 

enhance profitability (Hesping & Schiele, 2016). With the establishment of a cluster of required 

activities in the production process in the Iberian Peninsula, forward localisation is driven, thereby 

expanding capacities near place of demand. This approach can reduce lead times, lower transportation 

costs and enhance the supply chain responsiveness (Hesping & Schiele, 2016).  
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Setting up a supplier base in the Iberian Peninsula combines various resilience strategies, when taking 

the framework of Pedersen and Jensen (2023) into account. These are diversifying the locations of 

production in order not to get overexposed to one location (1), establishment of multiple suppliers (2), 

establishment of back-up sites (3) and local production activities rather than cross border trade (4). 

The expected impact of these strategies is reduced exposure to local risks; increased flexibility across 

locations (1), increasing flexibility across suppliers; reducing lock-in and dependency on one supplier 

(2), establishment of buffer to safeguard against supply swings and supply disruption (3) and the ability 

to circumvent trade barriers by operating within ‘trade walls’ (4). The costs and disadvantages of these 

strategies are increased management and coordination costs; differences in output and quality 

standards (1), potential loss of benefits gained from close collaboration with single suppliers (2), tied-

up capital due to excess capacity (3) and establishment costs can be significant; reduced economies of 

scale; fewer synergy effects from globally concentrated activities (4). This illustrates the ‘steering of 

production’ desire of the Purchasing Director, in which the global supply chain of VDL ETG Almelo 

becomes more resilient.  

6.2 Recommendations 
Various recommendations are given based on this research. It is advisable to research the exact 

requirements regarding cleanliness for Cleaning company A and Laboratory A. When this is clear and 

achieved, the supply chain for the Iberian Peninsula with Cleaning company A as the cleaner and 

Laboratory A as the controlling party can be developed. This is possible since capacity is available at all 

companies in the chain. 

For future first time supplier visits related to the Projects department, it is advised to use the supplier 

selection tool that has been developed in this research. The procedure of data collection as executed 

by the colleague graduation student and the researcher, and described in Section 4.4, can be applied 

by employees of the Projects department. Data for filling in the supplier selection tool is gathered 

during the visit. If certain aspects for filling in the tool (giving integer scores ranging from 1-5) are 

unclear or absent during the visit, information about these aspects can acquired via email after the 

visit. 

From this research, it followed that both VDL ETG Almelo and the visited suppliers are very eager open 

in establishing partnerships. Thus, it is advised to start with this on a short notice. Responsible 

employees can then be assigned to the three selected suppliers, who can also visit the suppliers to get 

to know them. During the visits, it became evident that this is highly appreciated in Spanish culture, as 

Spanish people are also open in getting to know work-related people personally. Next, it is wise to 

keep the relationship with Supplier F warm, as they have high potential in the near future. Also, it is 

advised to analyse the possibilities at Supplier K in Vigo (Spain). 

VDL ETG Almelo has supplier selection process and supplier qualification process flowcharts in place, 

in order to incorporate potential suppliers into the supply chain. In this research, all steps up to step 

90 in the supplier selection process, which leads to and includes step 30 in the supplier qualification 

process, are executed. This research stops at step 40 in the supplier qualification process, where the 

knowledge is transferred to the relevant stakeholders of the Projects department. It is recommended 

to continue the process at this step. 

When the basis for the supply chain in the Iberian Peninsula is established, the advice is to slowly start 

the partnership with the suppliers. This means that a relatively low number of orders is placed at the 

suppliers, for which the First Article Inspection (FAI) process is carried out. When this is achieved and 

all parties are familiar with each other and each other’s requirements, VDL ETG Almelo can use its 

position in the market well. This is a sound position in which the own profit can be improved.  
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6.3 Contribution 
The theoretical contribution of the research is given in Section 6.3.1 and the practical contribution of 

the research is given in Section 6.3.2.  

6.3.1 Theoretical contribution 
In this research, a literature study has been conducted on supplier selection tools, relevant KPIs for 

these tools and ways to improve the resilience of a supply chain. Categories of KPIs for supplier 

selection and specific KPIs related to them are illustrated by Yücenur et al. (2011), Ishizaka (2014) and 

Sarkis and Talluri (2002). These are incorporated in the AHP supplier selection method, which is 

described by Sarkis and Talluri (2002), and Barbarosoglu and Yazgac (1997). The Supply Chain 

Resilience QuickScan (2023) of the research project ‘Next Gen Resilience’, described by Windesheim 

(2023) provided insight into relevant KPIs for the category ‘Resilience’. Recovery time objectives (RT s) 

applied by Company B (Company B, 2023) are incorporated in the ‘Resilience’ category in the tool as 

well.  

The theoretical contribution implies the merger of different academic sources into one supplier 

selection tool, grounded by literature. Including resilience aspects into a supplier selection tool is not 

addressed in the literature (yet). Since the goal of the research is to enhance VDL ETG Almelo’s global 

supply chain resilience by establishing a new supplier base, also previously addressed as the ‘steering 

wheel of production desire’ by the Purchasing Director of VDL ETG Almelo, this goal is taken into 

consideration when selecting new suppliers. Also, a supplier selection tool, which is designed 

specifically for first time supplier visits, has not been addressed in the literature. 

Also, the Kraljic model of Kraljic (1983) and the Dutch Windmill model of Van Weele (2018) provide 

insights into the position of VDL ETG Almelo with respect to the potential suppliers. This can be used 

for determining how to approach the potential partnership and to determine which resources to invest 

in the partnership. 

6.3.2 Practical contribution 
This research is executed at VDL ETG Almelo, where the opinions of the stakeholders of the Projects 

department are taken into account to develop the supplier selection tool. With their input, theoretical 

categories of KPIs and specific KPIs are made measurable and applicable to the Projects department. 

The practical contribution to the company is the supplier selection tool which can be used by the 

Projects department for first time supplier visits, but also by other departments if some aspects (for 

example the dimensions of the products and batch sizes) are adapted slightly. VDL ETG Almelo already 

has a supplier selection tool in place, however this tool is not used because it is not specified for first 

time supplier visits and the range in scores for the KPIs is vague. With the new tool, VDL ETG Almelo 

can select more suppliers than the ones that are advised in this research. Next, it can be applied both 

in the Netherlands and abroad when current supplier bases are required to expand or when new 

supplier bases are needed for the ‘steering desire’. 

With the supplier selection tool, new capable and suitable suppliers are selected. VDL ETG Almelo 

needs these suppliers to solve the current problem of not being able to meet demand anymore (or 

meet demand with long lead times) and to be ready to cope with the expected double turnover value 

in 2027, compared to 2023.  

A substantial portion of the data collection phase is done at potential suppliers, where the developed 

supplier selection tool is applied during the company visits. Pictures of machines and example products 

are gathered, which are of importance to the stakeholders. Since the colleague graduation student and 

the researcher have been in extensive contact with the potential suppliers (before and after the visits), 
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a feeling of understanding of the suppliers has been created, which is also of importance to the 

stakeholders. VDL ETG Almelo considers the practical contribution of the research to be high, as they 

are in need of extending the supplier base and they are incredibly eager to continue where the 

research stops. It is also expected that this is done almost immediately after the research has finished. 

6.4 Limitations 
The opinions of four stakeholders with a tactical purchasing function at the Projects department are 

taken into account. The weights of the KPIs could have been different if more people would have given 

their opinion, perhaps leading to different scores and different conclusions. If employees with another 

function (for example a strategic purchasing function) would have been taken into account as well, it 

is likely that the scores would have changed. This can be illustrated by the four tactical purchasers 

focusing less on costs, while this is one of the reasons why VDL ETG Almelo is willing to investigate the 

possibilities of a LCC in the Iberian Peninsula. However, this principle might be explained by the cost 

aspect not differentiating between the suppliers, as all suppliers are in the same LCC region.  

The supplier selection tool is developed specifically for the Projects department. Other departments 

at VDL ETG Almelo cannot immediately use the developed tool, as the ranges of scores might differ 

(for example the dimensions of products) and the weights of the KPIs might differ (for example a 

difference in weight for the ‘Logistics’ category). Also, the selection of KPIs might have a different focus 

area compared to what other departments require. Since all input fields in the supplier selection tool 

are connected, changing values in the pairwise comparison matrix and thus changing the weights, can 

be accomplished easily. 

The two reference suppliers have not been graded according to the developed supplier selection tool. 

It would have been relevant to see how the potential suppliers in the Iberian Peninsula would score 

compared to the existing reference suppliers in the Netherlands.  

The principle of moving (a part of) production to the Iberian Peninsula is also because the Iberian 

Peninsula is seen as a LCC (Purchasing Manager Projects Department, 2023). LCC works best for 

repeating products, like the products of department 1 at VDL ETG Almelo. This is because of economies 

of scale and the constant flow of products, resulting in possibly back-up batches arriving earlier than 

delayed previous batches. This constant flow of products does not exist for the Projects department, 

as batches are mostly one-time only. It might be that the full potential of the Iberian Peninsula for the 

Projects department as a LCC is not reached in this way. 

6.5 Future research 
As described in Section 2.4, currently the suppliers in Malaysia are satisfied with the demand provided 

by VDL ETG Almelo, even given the low demand that is being given to them, with a large portion of 

their capacity being unused. The question is how long these Malaysian suppliers will remain loyal on 

the long term. It is recommended to research this, as the required capacity in the Iberian Peninsula 

would increase significantly if the whole Malaysian supplier base would fall away.  

For future research, it is recommended to apply the same principle in setting up the supplier selection 

tool for the other departments of VDL ETG Almelo as well. The basis has been established for this and 

it has to be adapted slightly to function for other specific departments. For example, other 

departments produce in larger batch sizes or have larger products in terms of dimensions. 

Since a large customer in the high-tech mechanical parts is located on the other side of the Pyrenees, 

it is expected that more relevant companies should be located across the border of the Iberian 

Peninsula with France, near Toulouse. It is recommended to research the possibilities in that area, as 

there should be more relevant companies. 
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Cleaning company A is not officially certified according to the ISO class 7 norms, as this is not required 

by their customers and the certificate is expensive. It has to be researched if this might be a risk, or 

that applying the correct cleaning procedures suffices.   
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Appendix A 

 

Figure 27: Organisational structure 
(Source: (VDL Groep, n.d.)) 
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Appendix B 
Risk Management 
In order to cope with sudden and unexpected events, VDL ETG Almelo has prepared several scenarios. 

When something happens, a plan B needs to be ready as a back-up, and if necessary, a plan C, D, etc 

(Purchasing Director, 2023). This pillar is a motivation for this research, to be ready for possible global 

supply chain events. A tool to categorise risk is the impact/probability risk matrix (Iqbal, 2023). This is 

used to determine what the risk of certain events is based on its impact combined with the probability 

of it actually happening. The impact/probability risk matrix indicates which risks need to be tackled for 

VDL ETG Almelo. Based on this, the Purchasing Director chooses a project in the supply chain which 

needs to be solved. In this way, risk management is constantly being monitored.  

Highest quality 
To be able to deliver products with the highest quality, supply base management is key. It is crucial to 

involve the supplier that can deliver components of the highest quality already in the early stages of 

the cooperation, to be able to set up an early supplier inclusion process in new product development 

projects (Schiele, 2019). The complete production process, from the production phase to the assembly 

phase, is required to happen in a consistent manner. Stagnation at the customer is avoided in this way, 

which potentially can cost a lot of money. Contract alignment is a way to make agreements with both 

customers and suppliers. Here it is determined what the customer expects with regards to quality, and 

this is then transferred to requirements in the contract with the supplier. 70% of the turnover value at 

VDL ETG Almelo is procurement, which emphasises that clear agreements have to be made on this 

aspect (Purchasing Director, 2023).  

Material availability 
Reliability of raw materials is important for this aspect. With the use of process control, it is made sure 

that the quality is verified when the product is sent to the customer. For this reason, the materials are 

also checked when they are received. Safety, ethics and environment are pillars in the process which 

have to be complied with. Compliances are in place to conform to the standards set in the 

specifications. Demand and supply control is an internal system in place to constantly stay flexible in 

the supply chain. This flexibility is required, while still remaining reliable. Where applicable, focus is 

laid on cycle time reduction to streamline the process and save costs. 

Leading edge technology 
Product family strategy management plays a role at VDL ETG Almelo. It is important to know what is 

happening in the market in a certain product commodity. In this way, continuous improvement of the 

product and processes can be realised, together with the suppliers. VDL ETG Almelo aims for the most 

advanced and innovative aspects of their products (Purchasing Director, 2023). This is an example of a 

production generation process where there is close cooperation with the supplier.  

Optimal costs 
Integral cost improvement programs are in place to keep reducing costs where possible, while 

maintaining all the values VDL ETG Almelo stands for. With the use of digitalisation of process, it 

becomes insightful where gains can be achieved. To accomplish lower costs, low-cost country 

initiatives exist. Further focus is laid on the supply chain utilisation and supply chain inventory. Having 

a high supply chain utilisation and low supply chain inventory reduces costs (while still meeting all 

requirements).  

The overarching themes to accomplish these pillars are the use of multi-disciplinary teams, standard 

processes and creative ideas.  
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Appendix C 

 

Figure 28: Supplier selection process (internal code V-30002) 
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Figure 29: Supplier qualification process (internal code V-30004) (part 1) 
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Figure 30: Supplier qualification process (internal code V-30004) (part 2) 
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Appendix D 
Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) 
TOPSIS is a multi-criteria decision-making method used to rank alternatives based on their proximity 

to an ideal solution. It is a straightforward method that helps decision-makers evaluate and rank 

alternatives in a structured way, considering multiple criteria and their relative importance. It is 

particularly useful when decisions need to be made based on a combination of quantitative data and 

expert judgment (Çelikbilek & Tüysüz, 2020). 

Multi attribute utility theory (MAUT) 
According to Bhole and Deshmukh (2018), the use of MAUT can help purchasing professionals to 

formulate viable sourcing strategies, as it is capable of handling multiple conflicting attributes inherent 

in international supplier selection. MAUT is a type of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). They are 

both decision-making methodologies used to evaluate and compare alternatives based on multiple 

criteria or attributes. MAUT is considered more mathematical, whereas MCDA is more descriptive.  

Multi-objective programming 
The multi-objective programming approach is generally used in the JIT scenarios (Weber & Ellram, 

1993). An additional flexibility of this approach is that it allows a varying number of suppliers into the 

solution and provides suggested volume allocation by supplier. However, the process is complex and, 

in many cases, impractical to implement (Weber & Ellram, 1993). 

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) 
According to Liu et al. (2000), DEA has been widely applied to address various decision analysis 

problems due to its usefulness in evaluating multi-criterion systems and providing improvement 

targets for such systems. In the work of Liu et al. (2000), DEA is applied as a supplier performance 

evaluation tool, however, it can also be applied as a supplier selection tool.  
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Appendix E 
Table 15: Longlist suppliers 
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Table 16: List suppliers after first five criteria 
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Table 17: List suppliers after capacity + remarks (part 1) 
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Table 18: List suppliers after capacity + remarks (part 2) 
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Table 19: Shortlist suppliers 
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Table 20: Categories and KPIs supplier selection tool 

 

 

 

GENERAL

Management commitment for doing business with VDL (ETG)

VDL (ETG) potential spend between 5% and 20% of suppliers turnover

Experience on a comparable market / customer segments

High mix low volume willingness & capabillities

Willingness to sign non disclousure agreement and general purchase 

agreement according to the VDL ETG template 

QUALITY

Certification ISO 9001 or equivalent or achievable within one year

RoHs, REACH compliant

Culture of continuous improvement

Quality Management System (KPI/Calibration/deployment)

Operational Quality Performance

Measurement equipment and tooling

LOGISTICS

Leadtime

Delivery performance for orders placed according to agreed leadtime 

Delivery conditions

Barcoding on product and shipping documents possible

TECHNOLOGY

Cleanroom ISO7 surface cleaning and packaging facilitated

Capable of wire EDM / spark machining

Capable of cylindrical or surface grinding

Small machine possible (< 1000mm x 1000mm x 1000mm)

Shape and position tolerances (0.1 - 0.001)

Local surface treatment company

COST

Open book calculation 

SERVICE

Timely responsiveness on request for questions

Multiple English speaking sales employees 

Pro-active communication and information

SUSTAINABILITY

Policy on environment, health, safety and ethics

RESILIENCE

Financial stability

Flexible in volume changes / ramp-up or ramp-down

Back-up possibilities for supplier's partners

Recovery time objectives (RTOs)

Extra information, no weight

Size of organisation (office / work floor)

Capable of processing materials: (stainless) steel / aluminium / 

titaniumFully automated machining stations (turning and milling

MOQ and/or order costs applicable

Viewpoint supplier on customer
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Table 21: KPIs with range in scores (part 1) 
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Table 22: KPIs with range in scores (part 2) 
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Table 23: Weight determination 'General' category 

 

Table 24: Weight determination 'Quality' category 
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Table 25: Weight determination 'Logistics' category 

 

Table 26: Weight determination 'Technology' category 

 

Table 27: Weight determination 'Service' category 
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Table 28: Weight determination 'Resilience' category 

 

Table 29: Weight determination 'Service' category after correction 
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Table 30: Final weights KPIs 
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Appendix F 
Table 31: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier A 
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Table 32: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier B 
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Table 33: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier C 
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Table 34: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier D 
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Table 35: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier E 
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Table 36: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier F 
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Table 37: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier G 
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Table 38: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier H 
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Table 39: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier I 
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Table 40: Results supplier selection tool - Supplier J 
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Appendix G 

Supplier G 
Supplier G is located in Barcelona. The meeting was held with the executive president and a 

representative of f4e (which is the fusion for energy project). Supplier G has a yearly turnover of €14 

million, has 100 employees and the facilities together are 20000 m2. To illustrate the size, a picture of 

the plant is given below in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31: Plant Supplier G 

Over the last years, their demand has been increasing significantly. They are present in high tech 

market segments like aerospace, analytical, aeronautics, defence, nuclear and medical. A minimal 

batch size of 1 is possible, they do a lot of batch sizes from 1 to 10. The production facilities are clean 

and organized. Shoebox size products are their focus area, with some example products given below 

in Figure 32. Approximately 80% of their capacity is used now, so there is space available for products 

of VDL ETG Almelo. The accuracy of their machining is up to five microns, calibration is up to two 

microns. 

 

Figure 32: Example products Supplier G 
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Three ISO class 8 white rooms are present at Supplier G. Improving to ISO class 7 is possible, but it is 

expensive. Now the demand for class 7 is minimal. In case it increases a lot, they are open to improving 

the cleanroom to ISO class 7. They are also open to using their cleanroom capacity for other suppliers 

of VDL ETG Almelo. An overview of the machinery is given in Table 41 below. 

Table 41: Machinery Supplier G 

 

  

Type machine production equipment Amount Dimensions (mm) Extra comments

CNC milling 8 800x1200 5 axes

CNC milling 1 600x800x2000 4 axes horizontal

CNC milling 6 600x600x2000 3 axes vertical

CNC turning 2 Ø500x1500

CNC turning 16 Ø695x1501

CNC turning 1 Ø300x600 4 axes   

CNC turning 1 Ø695x1500 6 axes

CNC turning 1 Ø600x1500 7 axes

CNC turning 1 Ø600x1500 9 axes

Milling & turning 1 600x1500 9 axes, (turning Ø695x1500mm)

Milling & turning 3 1000x800 5 axes, turning vertical

Grinding 1 400x1200 DANOBAT RCP V1 1200

Grinding 2 Ø350x1200

Electroerosion 1 400x800

Type machine measurement equipment Amount

CMM Zeiss 3

CMM Mitutoyo 2

Roughness tester 1

Durometer 1

Profilometer 1

Nikon Profile Projector 1

 3D Olympus Microscope 1

KOBA Calipers 1
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Supplier J 
Supplier J is located in Pamplona. The meeting was held with the General Manager and the Sales 

Manager. Their turnover is €4.5 million this year. They have grown a lot, from five employees in 2004 

to 45 employees nowadays. Their facility has a surface of 3,000 m2 and can be seen in Figure 33 below. 

 

Figure 33: Plant Supplier J 

They do not have a cleanroom in house yet, but they want to build this (expected to be operational in 

2025, 40 m2). Space has been reserved for this in their plant and they are open to research the 

requirements together with VDL ETG Almelo. They have cleanroom partners in their cluster, but these 

are mostly universities and technological centres, so they do not have the full industrial capacity. They 

are present in the analytical, medical, aerospace and aeronautics sectors, with Airbus being a large 

customer. 

The accuracy for turning is up to three microns, for milling five microns. The smallest possible hole to 

be bored has a diameter of 0.25 mm. 70% of capacity is used during the week. During the weekends it 

is approximately 50%. There is enough space to place more machines. This means that there are 

enough means to grow (significantly). Sometimes they do batch sizes of 1, but it is not preferred as the 

costs for the customer increase quite a lot in this way. Their optimal batch size starts from 20 pieces, 

but smaller batches are possible. Shoebox size products are their focus area, with a range from 4 to 

650 mm. Some example products can be seen below in Figure 34. An overview of the machinery is 

given in Table 42 below. 
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Figure 34: Example products Supplier J 

Table 42: Machinery Supplier J 

 

 

  

Type machine production equipment Amount Dimensions (mm) Extra comments

CNC milling 2 700x630x510
Vertical machining centres with double 

pallet

CNC milling 1 600x300x350
Vertical machining equipped with 4 and 

5 axes, with Fanuc automation

CNC milling 1 400x600x400
Equipped with Erowa 55 pallet 

manufacturing cell

CNC milling 1 500x350
5 axes equipped with Erowa Easy 10 

pallet robot

CNC milling 2 700x700x800
Manufacturing cell equipped with 24 

pallets and 400-tool store, 3 axes

CNC milling 2 1760x560x660 4 axes

CNC turning 4 Ø350
Double spindle, Y axis, motorized tools 

and advance bars

CNC turning 1 Up to 450
Double spindle, bottom turret, 86 tools 

equipped with Halter automation

Type machine measurement equipment Amount

CMM Zeiss 3
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Supplier C 
A meeting was held with the managing director of Supplier C. He is the third generation of the 

company, together with his brother (technical director) and sister (financial director). Supplier C is 

located in Zaragoza. Their turnover is €4.6 million, which has been quite stable over the years. They 

have 43 employees, of which 32 in production. They have 5,000 m² of air-conditioned workshop and 

2,000 m² of outdoor area. An overview of their plant is given in Figure 35 below. 

 

Figure 35: Plant Supplier C 

Supplier C is active in the energy, aeronautics, aerospace, railway and mechanical transmission sectors. 

Their main sectors are railway and energy. The batch sizes are between 1 and 200. They do not have a 

cleanroom, nor a partner for this. This is caused by their customers not requiring cleanroom activities. 

They have machines for both small and large products. The accuracy of milling is up to four microns, 

for the turning machines this is eight microns. Currently, a capacity of 70-80% is used. They can do 

three shifts if required. There are a minimum of two employee shifts per day, and a minimum of one 

machine shift. Both are easily up scalable. Some example products can be seen in Figure 36 below. 

 

Figure 36: Example products Supplier C 

An overview of the machinery is given in Table 43 below. 
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Table 43: Machinery Supplier C 

 

 


